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A Big, Beautiful Plan?
Statehouse leadership is taking one last stab at crafting an alternative 

to full Medicaid expansion as proposed under SQ 802.
House Speaker Charles McCall and Senate President Pro Tem Greg 

Treat in late July announced formation of a healthcare working group 
that includes 18 lawmakers and two members of Gov. Kevin Stitt’s staff.

“Healthcare is a very complex issue, and there is no cookie-cutter 
approach that is going to drive down costs, improve care and increase 
access,” McCall said. “It is going to take a comprehensive, multifaceted 
approach that considers not just what is wrong with the system but 
also what is working, and also what has worked and not worked in other 
states.

“That means we need to bring everyone together – patients, providers, 
policy experts, insurance carriers, facilities and state agencies – and 
find a way forward. That discussion must include everything, not just 
Medicaid expansion, and it will need to continue until we have a solu-
tion that works for our citizens unique needs.”

Of course, the Legislature’s Republican supermajority has tap-danced 
around healthcare since anti-ObamaCare ideologues stampeded lead-
ership and then-Gov. Mary Fallin into rejecting Medicaid expansion 
nearly a decade ago. While the cut-off-your-nose-to-spite-your-face cabal 
reigned supreme, 36 states and the District of Columbia wisely lever-
aged their federal tax dollars to extend healthcare to the working poor.

As he assumed the levers of power earlier this year, Gov. Kevin Stitt 
indicated he was gung-ho to accept the 9-1 return on Oklahoma tax dol-
lars already sent to Washington. But he reversed himself just days later, 
knuckling under to hard-right extremists that despise any government 
program that doesn’t benefit the corporate elite [think: Koch Brothers’ 
yappy dogs at the Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs].

Despite nearly a decade of inaction, statehouse leadership continues 
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Observerscope

You won’t want to miss our an-
nual Back-to-School Newsmakers 
Aug. 8 at Full Circle Books OKC, 
featuring Shawnee Sen. Ron Sharp 
and Norman Sen. Mary Boren dis-
cussing all things public ed. See 
back cover for more details.

Laurel: To Rep. Harold Wright, 
not giving up his fight to make all 
workplaces smoke-free. Too many 
Oklahomans are still exposed 
to the dangers of second-hand 
smoke. Hopefully Wright’s interim 
study will lead to a legislative fix.

Oklahoma recently lost two gi-
ants – longtime DNC member and 
Girls State Director Betty McElder-
ry and former state Rep/Corpora-
tion Commissioner Jim Townsend. 
They worked tirelessly to create a 
better Oklahoma.

Dart: To OK County District 
Judge Cindy Truong, upholding a 
2015 state law banning standard 
second-trimester abortions [di-
lation and evacuation]. Similar 
crackpot laws were declared un-
constitutional in Arkansas and 
Texas. 

The Observer is pleased to join 
more than 60 media outlets world-
wide pledging to focus on climate 
coverage from Sept. 16-23, leading 
up to UN Secretary General An-
tonio Guterres’ international Cli-
mate Action Summit. Visit okob-
server.org for our coverage.  

Laurel: To OKC Mayor David 
Holt, rejecting Trump’s racism and 
bigotry by declaring Oklahoma’s 
capital “is a diverse community 
where 60% of our children are non-
white,” “many of our residents are 
immigrants,” and “almost all of us 
are descendants of immigrants.” 
“We welcome all,” he tweeted.

Follow The Money: Gov. Kevin 
Stitt raised $356,130 for re-elec-
tion during the second quarter, a 
vivid reminder of how big money 
warps the political process. He’s 
still nearly 3½ years from re-elec-
tion.

Dart: To Gov. Kevin Stitt, publicly 
announcing his quest to renegoti-
ate gaming contracts before alert-
ing the tribes. Yet another rookie 
political mistake. 

The Trump-Barr Justice Depart-
ment just added to its legacy of 
shame, reviving federal use of the 
death penalty at a time public sen-
timent turns sharply against it. A 
cruel reminder that elections have 
consequences.

Laurel: To House Speaker 
Charles McCall, approving OKC 
Rep. Mickey Dollens’ requested 
interim study into epidemic of 
missing and murdered indigenous 
women. See July’s Observer for 
more on the invisible crisis.

There’s less shakin’, rattlin’ and 
rollin’ than at the peak of earth-
quake swarms in 2017-18, but 
seismologists think state is ripe 
for a damaging temblor in near fu-
ture based on recent seismicity.

Laurel: To our friend, union 
printer and school board member 
Linda James, honored when West-
ern Heights School District named 
its new employee day care center 
for her and teacher Jana Weaver 
Pennock.

Four-term Chickasha Rep. David 
Perryman becomes second House 
Democrat to opt against a 2020 
re-election bid – following OKC’s 
Shane Stone. Perryman is the only 
rural Democrat west of I-35.

Congratulations to Amanda Ew-
ing, OK Education Association 
associate executive director, and 
Sean Wallace, OK Department 
of Mental Health and Substance 
Abuse Services government rela-
tions director, on birth of their 
daughter Adelaide – on Amanda’s 
birthday!

Heartbreaking: Former Norman 
Sen. Jonathan Nichols’ June 5 
death is ruled a suicide. Nichols, 
53, served a dozen years in the 
Legislature, beginning in 2000. He 
later became senior policy adviser 
to Speaker Charles McCall.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 44
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Letters

CONTINUED ON PAGE 45

Editor, The Observer:
We are less than a year away 

from the 2020 election cycle. In-
stead of raging at the other side 
on immigration, impeachment, in-
vestigations and a hundred other 
divisive issues, could we not all  
insist that Trump and Congress 
focus full-bore on stopping Putin 
and the damn Russians from med-
dling in our elections?

We need a well-funded cyber de-
fense against this nonsense. We 
need to cure this cancer before it 
spreads. There needs to be a seri-
ous cost extracted from those who 
would tear at our democratic sys-
tem.

Mickey Thompson
Oklahoma City

Editor, The Observer:
I appreciated the Mueller Re-

port, and I have a comment to add, 
based on having read every word of 
it, including informative footnotes. 
There is ample evidence that Paul 
Manafort provided Russian opera-
tives with polling data and target-
ing analysis, although there is no 
clear evidence that the candidate 
was informed.

I am forced to agree that there is 

no clear evidence of conspiracy – 
but it was not for want of trying. 
Operatives from both Russia and 
Trumpworld were running around 
like chickens with their heads 
cut off trying to set up meetings 
between Mr. Trump and assorted 
high-power Russians. The fact that 
they never managed to pull it off 
was the result of total ineptitude 
rather than intent. They reminded 
me of the Keystone Kops.

Part two of the report provides 
clear evidence of multiple attempts 
to obstruct justice.

Dortha Dunlap
Springdale, AR

Editor, The Observer:
Feminist efforts in this country 

have led to some of our most pro-
found cultural changes such as 
voting rights, increase in wages 
and other labor laws that affected 
the quality of life of women, chil-
dren and all workers. So why do 
the vestiges of the historical bond-
age of women still hang on to-
day? Maybe it is because of these 
changes and successes!

The primary focus of this mes-
sage is the relationship between 
the feminist movement and the 

current battle over reproductive 
freedom. Could it be that bans, and 
restrictions, on abortion may have 
less to do with the rights of the un-
born child than with the threat to 
the social order represented by al-
lowing women to be in control of 
their reproductive lives.

I’m not aware that there have 
been in any legislative body, fed-
eral or state, studies conducted 
to determine the economic, so-
cial, mental or physical impact of 
these restrictive laws on women, 
their families or society in gener-
al. Why?  Why would governments 
propose laws and restrictions that 
have known negative affects [in-
cluding loss of life, health and lib-
erty] on their citizens without first 
pursuing the facts associated with 
such actions? I know what you 
are thinking: “How naive can this 
woman be?” It’s of course done in 
this manner to strengthen a pa-
triarchal structure and to weaken 
those most affected by such coer-
cion.

I can acknowledge that beliefs 
about when life begins can vary. 
I support and would fight for any 
women’s right to decide to have a 
child and not to have an abortion. 
I wouldn’t impose that choice on 
anyone. No one should have the 
right to impose such a personal 
decision on another woman.

Because the Irish author Sally 
Rooney has expressed so accurate-
ly and eloquently the reasoning for 
ensuring that such life changing 
decisions remain with the person 
most affected, I leave you with her 
powerful words:

“Pregnancy, entered into willing-
ly, is an act of generosity, a com-
mitment to share the resources of 
life with another incipient being. 
Such generosity is in no other cir-
cumstances required by law. No 
matter how much you need a kid-
ney donation, the law will not force 
another person to give you one. 
Consent, in the form of a donor 
card, is required even to remove 
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Arnold Hamilton

Rebranding Won’t Fix
What Ails Oklahoma

“Oklahoma is OK” wasn’t OK. Neither was “Native 
America.” Or “Explore Oklahoma.”

Let the rebranding begin.
Again.
First-year Lt. Gov. Matt Pinnell is leading the latest 

effort to recast Oklahoma in the national, if not the 
world, consciousness, beyond the Dust Bowl, be-
yond twisters, beyond the Murrah bombing, beyond 
… what?

“If we don’t define who we are, every other state 
will,” Pinnell told the Oklahoman. “That’s politics 
101. You have to define who you are before your 
opponent does and there’s 49 other states that are 
competing for the same jobs and same tourism dol-
lars.”

Yes, but history suggests a Madison Avenue pack-
age of slick slogans and over-the-top hype won’t be 
nearly enough to elevate a state to rock-star status.

Remember the lessons learned in long, mostly 
futile attempts to get Oklahoma City off high center 
in the 20th century’s last quarter?

With strong voter support, city leaders offered 
over-the-moon incentives for a United Airlines main-
tenance facility. It wasn’t enough. Worse, it became 
painfully obvious Oklahoma City was a pawn to cut a 
better deal with the airline’s preferred choice: India-
napolis.

Why was Indianapolis deemed more attractive? 
Better overall quality of life. It wasn’t just that Indy 
already was major league – home to the NFL’s Colts 
and NBA’s Pacers. As corporate decision-makers saw 
it, the Indiana capital offered executives’ families 
more – better schools, better housing options, better 
leisure activities.

That’s when then-Mayor Ron Norick helped shift 
Oklahoma City’s focus to MAPS [Metropolitan Area 
Projects], a game-changer that turned an extreme 
makeover into a vibrant urban core that, yes, in-
cludes the NBA’s Thunder, but so much more.

Convincing folks to slap an “I Love OKC” sticker 
on their car windows or bumpers alone wouldn’t 
have transformed Oklahoma City. Nor will a 21st 
century rebranding solve what long has plagued the 

state: Oklahoma’s image problem is it doesn’t have 
one.

“I jokingly say it’s not a re-brand,” Pinnell told 
Oklahoma City’s KFOR-TV, “because I don’t know 
currently what Oklahoma’s brand is and that’s a 
problem.”

Reality check: Virginia isn’t better positioned in 
the national consciousness because of its iconic 
“Virginia Is For Lovers” brand nor is New York be-
cause of its “I Love New York” campaign. They enjoy 
higher standing – at least in part – because they do 
not routinely rank at the bottom of social indexes 
like health and education.

Other than football, which rankings list Oklahoma 
at or near the top? Or even in the upper half? Well, 
we imprison more per capita than any other state. 
We’re No. 2 in percentage of citizens experiencing 
substance abuse disorders. And we’re No. 3 in the 
percentage suffering mental illness.

Overall, Oklahoma ranked 43rd in U.S. News & 
World Report’s 2019 Best States rankings, includ-
ing 39th in education and infrastructure and 47th in 
health care. CNBC’s recent rankings also put Okla-
homa at 43rd overall – but 50th in education and 
46th in quality of life.

State leaders routinely trumpet that Oklahoma’s 
“open for business,” but CNBC gives the state a B-
minus in “business friendliness” along with F’s in 
workforce, quality of life, education, and technology 
and innovation.

Such rankings vary widely, of course, depending 
on what’s included and how data are crunched. But 
there’s no escaping this fact: Oklahoma all too often 
finds itself near the bottom.

No doubt rebranding can be a productive – even 
fun – exercise. But don’t confuse an updated slogan 
and logo with the heavy lifting necessary to really 
improve Oklahoma’s image. 

That will require serious, long-term financial 
investment in education, health care, and infrastruc-
ture, just to name three.

The fact is, other states don’t define us – we define 
ourselves.
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Want Affordable Health Insurance
Before You Die? Sign The Damn Petition
BY CAL HOBSON

We don’t always have to be last in doing the right 
thing … but we sure try.

For example, our political leadership has, for 
nearly a decade, refused to accept billions of dollars 
of your own tax money to expand Medicaid. Now, 
thanks to the hard work of many citizens, petitions 
will be circulated to put just such a proposal on 
your 2020 ballot.

178,000 signatures must be gathered by Oct. 28 
to authorize the vote. Supporters are confident that 
threshold can be met – and I agree.

Former Gov. Mary Fallin’s wrong-headed refusal to 
provide health care for over 200,000 citizens bor-
dered on criminality because, according to multiple 
and respected national studies, over 7,000 Okla-

A Big, Beautiful Plan?
              – See editorial, page 2 

homans have unnecessarily died each year due to 
the lack of prompt, affordable health care services, 
especially in rural Oklahoma.

And why was she and her Republican enablers in 
the Legislature so obstinate in turning away our tax 
money? 

Simply because the program was and is known as 
ObamaCare.

Last month, the new elephant talking head on 
KFOR-TV’s Flashpoint program – former Lt. Gov. 
Todd Lamb – trotted out the same old scare tactic 
that the feds might, in the future, reduce their share 
of the health program’s cost. Since 36 states have 
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now expanded Medicaid, the chances of that hap-
pening are near zero while it’s 100% sure Okies are 
dyin’ while Todd is opinin’.

For a self-identified Christian who professes deep 
concern for his fellow man [and I presume woman 
and child], Todd reflects little sympathy for those 
less fortunate than himself. He clearly is a conser-
vative. Compassionate? Well, you decide. I already 
have.

In another arena I certainly admit that our part-
time, easily-distracted Legislature faces its share of 
complex challenges every session but understand-
ing the benefits of Medicaid expansion isn’t one of 
them – and hasn’t been going on nine years.

However, just in case lawmakers are still hung up 
on the 10% match Oklahoma has to provide to drag 
back from Washington our other 90%, may I sug-
gest a solution? Presuming Attorney General Mike 
Hunter prevails in his opioid abuse case against 
drug company Johnson & Johnson, from whom he 
is seeking an award of $17.5 billion, I recommend 
our Medicaid match for federal dollars come from 
that source.

And why not?
Opioid overdose victims are often Medicaid eligible 

citizens and their disease costs other taxpayers 
untold billions to treat, cure or, sadly in some cases, 
incarcerate them. 6,137 of our friends, neighbors 
and relatives have succumbed to these powerful, ad-
dictive pain medicines over the last dozen years and 
many more languish now in the nightmarish dark-
ness of continuing addiction.

I know first-hand of what I speak, having been 
given care within residential treatment facilities to 
help me beat my personal demon of alcoholism. As 
difficult as that task was, it paled compared to the 
life and death struggle faced by others around me 
who, before admittance, we simultaneously using 
marijuana, meth, cocaine, Oxy, K-2, bath salts, or 
some combination thereof.

The greater the diversity of abuse, the less likely 
clients could break the cycle of addiction. It was and 
is that simple.

Let’s look at the facts. Oklahoma has been, is and 
will continue to be one of the two or three unhealth-
iest states in the entire union. Whether it is obesity, 
cancer, diabetes, drug and alcohol abuse, prescrip-
tion pill excesses, heart and lung disease or even 
life expectancy, we are literally in terrible shape and 
getting worse in most categories. 

And yet, against this irrefutable evidence, new 
Gov. Kevin Stitt allowed the Legislature to adjourn 
without taking any action to curb the premature 
suffering and death while promising another study 
this fall to make us not a Top 10 state in health out-
comes, but maybe just in the Top 30.

With that as his new, more practical and achiev-
able goal, it may be that private businessman-
turned-government executive Stitt has begun to 
understand the magnitude and scope of this life-

and-death crisis faced by hundreds of thousands of 
families every day in our state.

Not next week, next month or next year. But now. 
Right now.

And by the time his October Plan is revealed, 
discussed and cussed, introduced as a bill next ses-
sion, debated, amended, rewritten, reintroduced, 
then hopefully passed and signed into law, another 
7,000-plus of his constituents will have died need-
lessly because they couldn’t get health care – espe-
cially where support for Stitt is strongest, politically 
speaking: rural Oklahoma.

In metropolitan areas, folks fret about being within 
the “golden hour” for treatment in an emergency 
room. In too many of our counties, there is no emer-
gency room at all and Medicaid expansion is pre-
cisely the antidote to alleviate that fact.

So please sign the Medicaid expansion petition. 
Who knows? You may save your own life by doing 
so instead of waiting another year for politicians to 
decide your life is worth saving.

So far, after a decade of pleading, begging and 
cajoling by citizens, our well insured political class 
hasn’t shown much interest in the subject of health 
care for all in our state. 

They’ve been too busy placing unconstitutional 
religious monuments on government property; or 
telling women what to do with their bodies; or being 
sent to prison for molesting children; or resigning in 
disgrace for campaign violations; or offering unwant-
ed smooches to Uber drivers; or authorizing just 
about anybody anywhere to pack a pistol without a 
license or training; and therefore they haven’t had 
much time left to focus on your health care needs 
and services.

After all, and as we have been painfully reminded 
following nine straight annual sessions of inaction 
on this topic, lawmakers’ time is limited and priori-
ties have to be set.

Obviously expanding Medicaid services to tens of 
thousands of their constituents hasn’t made the cut.

Want affordable health insurance before you die? 
Sign the damn petition and ask your neighbor to do 
so as well.
Cal Hobson, a Lexington Democrat, served in the 
Oklahoma Legislature from 1978-2006, including 
one term as Senate President Pro Tempore.
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STITT’S GAMBLE

BY ARNOLD HAMILTON

Gov. Kevin Stitt recently announced he wants 
to renegotiate the state’s tribal gaming com-
pacts. 

At first glance, this wouldn’t seem a big 
deal. After all, the current 15-year agreements are 
nearing a period in which either side can seek chang-
es. And it’s well known state leaders are permanently 
on the lookout for ways to bolster the state treasury 
without raising taxes.

What got the first-year governor into trouble was 
that he unveiled his plans in a Tulsa World op-ed – be-
fore key tribal leaders got wind of it. Surprise!

Was it simply a rookie mistake? Hardly fatal, but 
clearly not the way to start negotiations?

Or was it further evidence Stitt still hasn’t grasped 
that serving as governor – with limited powers – is far 
different than the fiat-wielding power of a corporate 
CEO?

It’s clear Stitt covets CEO-like authority. 
This spring, for example, he persuaded lawmak-

ers to give him the power to hire and fire directors of 
some of the state’s most consequential agencies.

And just last month, he first requested an OSBI 
briefing then an audit into alleged financial irregulari-
ties by Epic, the state’s largest virtual charter school. 

Wouldn’t that normally be the purview of a duly 
elected attorney general, district attorney, state su-
perintendent or state auditor – not the governor?

Well, at least the superintendent joined him in the 
audit request …

There is no question Stitt’s office plays point on 
state-tribal compacts. But it’s an epic misstep to ef-
fectively treat the state’s 39 sovereign tribes as if they 
were on par with a state agency.

Stitt could have saved himself a lot of grief if he’d 
spoken privately with tribal leaders before publicly 
unveiling his plans. A letter sent on the Friday of 
an extended Independence holiday almost certainly 
didn’t reach its recipients before the Tulsa World op-
ed was published on Monday. Chickasaw Gov. Bill 
Anoatubby, for one, expressed surprise at both the 
letter and editorial.

Subsequently, Stitt said he was “transparent and 
clear” during his campaign that he would seek a “fair-
market deal” when the current contracts expire Jan. 
1.

“This 15-year-old compact established some of the 
lowest gaming fees in the nation, and the tribes have 
been fantastic, successful business leaders in our 
state, turning their gaming industry in Oklahoma 
into the third largest in the nation today,” he said.

“I am committed to open discussions with all trib-
al partners and to achieving an outcome that spurs 
more funding for public education, grows opportu-
nity for the tribes, and is a successful partnership 
for the state and future generations of Oklahomans.”

Ultimately, Stitt may be tilting at windmills. While 
some grumble about the proliferation of casinos, 
it’s undeniable that tribes have invested far more in 
Oklahoma than the $1.5 billion in exclusivity fees re-
quired by the current compacts to be paid directly to 
the state.

Just ask smaller communities that benefitted from 
tribal gifts of new fire trucks or upgraded roads. Or fi-
nancially strapped public schools that were provided 
new technology and equipment by tribes. Or colleges 
whose enrollment was stabilized by tribal-supported 
students who otherwise might not have been able to 
afford higher education.

Plus, consider the jobs created: 75,885 that gener-
ated $4.3 billion in wages, mostly in rural areas, ac-
cording to the Oklahoma Indian Gaming Association.

Tribes recognize the political game being played 
here. As Kiowa Chairman Matthew Komalty recently 
told the Lawton Constitution, “The Oklahoma Leg-
islature has by legislation cost the state billions of 
dollars in revenue by reducing taxes on the wealthy 
and the oil companies that do business in the state.”

Kiowa leaders, he said, will “not allow the state to 
use” his tribe to “make up for the tax losses” caused 
by the “state Legislature’s actions.”

Governor Plays Losing Hand
When He Blindsides Tribes On Compacts
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Tribal Governments
Ensure State’s Success
BY BILL JOHN BAKER

In a recent op-ed, Oklahoma Gov. Kevin Stitt 
called for a renegotiation of the highly successful 
tribal gaming compacts, government-to-government 
agreements that have fueled our home state, public 
education and job creation for more than 15 years. 
He argued that new compacts should reflect “mar-
ket conditions for the gaming industry,” which he 
implied would set tribes’ payments to the state at a 
much higher percentage of revenues. 

Unfortunately, Gov. Stitt’s approach ignores the 
history of tribes in Oklahoma and the many contri-
butions made by tribes, including the Cherokee Na-
tion, to our state. The ability of tribes in Oklahoma 
to thrive as sovereign nations is one of the state’s 
greatest competitive advantages. It would be a seri-
ous mistake for our state government to engage with 
tribes like we were just any another industry, ignor-
ing our unique economic, cultural and governmental 
contributions.

Decades before statehood, tribes built Oklahoma’s 
first modern infrastructure and institutions, estab-
lishing settlements that grew into thriving cities 
and towns and founding the territory’s first public 
schools and institutions of higher education. The 
Cherokee Nation’s original Supreme Court building 
still stands as Oklahoma’s oldest public building, 
now serving as a history museum.

In later decades, the federal government and 
non-Indian settlers tried to dismantle tribal govern-
ments, shut down tribal institutions and divide the 
land, but tribes in Oklahoma did not vanish. We 
maintained our tribal culture and identity in the 
face of this existential threat. Through activism and 
lawsuits, Oklahoma and the United States eventually 
recognized tribal rights to sovereignty and self-gov-
ernance.

Through self-determination, tribes have prospered 
in business and rebuilt government institutions. As 
of 2017, tribes had a nearly $13 billion economic 
impact on the state, according to a new study com-
missioned by the Oklahoma Tribal Finance Consor-
tium. In that year, tribes directly employed more 
than 50,000 Oklahomans and indirectly supported 
over 96,000 jobs.

The contribution of tribes is not only as success-
ful businesses, but also as effective governments. 
Profits from tribal businesses are invested back into 
the community through the development of afford-
able housing, health care facilities, education, infra-
structure and job creation.

The contribution of tribes goes far beyond the 

exclusivity fees for tribal gaming. Tribes in Okla-
homa contributed $198 million for Oklahoma educa-
tion in 2017, including exclusivity payments to the 
state, donations to schools, scholarships and tribal 
education programs. Tribes contributed more than 
$42 million for road construction and maintenance 
in their jurisdictions. Tribes operated health clinics 
and hospitals and provided or reimbursed care for 
thousands of Oklahomans, especially filling gaps in 
under-served, rural parts of the state.

Cherokee Nation, the largest tribal govern-
ment in the state, is currently constructing a 
469,000-square-foot outpatient health facility 
through a joint venture project with the Indian 
Health Service. When it opens later this year, it will 
be the largest tribal health facility in the country.

Additionally, Cherokee Nation Career Services 
provides vocational and on-the-job training for 
Cherokees and collaborates with the state, cities 
and chambers of commerce to attract businesses to 
Oklahoma. Recent successes of these recruiting ef-
forts include Amazon and Macy’s fulfillment centers, 
which are respectively bringing thousands of jobs to 
Tulsa and Owasso.

Tribal governments provide assistance with hous-
ing, food and nutrition, child care and develop-
ment, child support and elder assistance – all areas 
with huge unmet needs in Oklahoma. Tribal courts 
handle many child welfare and adoption cases, as 
well as prosecuting offenders who abuse women and 
children.

Though it was not always of our own free will, 
tribes have made a permanent home here in Oklaho-
ma. Tribes have outlasted all attempts to terminate 
our governments and disperse our people. We have 
built prosperous communities, nearly lost it all, and 
rebuilt again. Native culture and institutions are one 
of Oklahoma’s greatest renewable resources, and all 
Oklahomans are better off when our state govern-
ment recognizes that fact.
Bill John Baker is principal chief of the Cherokee 
Nation.

Parroting Donald
During a dull White House dinner, Melania 

Trump leaned over to chat with then-Secretary of 
State Rex Tillerson.

“I bought Donald a parrot for his birthday. That 
bird is so smart, Donald has already taught him 
to say over two hundred words!”

“Very impressive,” said Tillerson, “but you do 
realize he just speaks the words. He doesn’t re-
ally understand what they all mean.”

“Oh, I know,” replied Melania, “but neither does 
the parrot.”

– Thanks to Frank Silovsky for sharing
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Good News, Bad News
For Smaller Agencies’ Budgets

Large state agencies and 
the big problems they 
address, including edu-
cation, health care, and 

mental illness, naturally get 
most of the attention – and the 
money – at budget time.

Smaller agencies, too, provide 
services that are equally impor-
tant to our state’s people and fu-
ture. They investigate crimes and 
operate courts; they care for the 
environment; they collect taxes 
and administer government. If 
they are not adequately funded, 
all of government and our soci-
ety suffer.

Over the past decade, all agen-
cies faced repeated and serious 

BY PAUL SHINN

budget cuts, but small agencies were hit hardest. The 
2019 Legislature started restoring funds for some of 
these agencies. Most small agencies, though, still re-
ceive less funding than they did in FY 2009. The state 
must increase funding for these agencies and their 
programs.

The share of appropriations for the 10 largest agen-
cies in FY ‘20 is the smallest in over a decade, at 
87.9%. Thirty-five of Oklahoma’s smallest agencies 
will receive less funding than they did 11 years ago, 
even without accounting for inflation or population 
growth. Twenty-two [20%] have been cut by 20% or 
more. For example, since FY 2009, we have seen:

• a 56% reduction in the Office of Emergency Man-
agement and a 64% decline in the Governor’s Emer-
gency Fund, both with responsibilities to help recover 
from wildfires in 2018 and flooding in recent months;

• a 19% decline in the budget of the Health Depart-
ment, the agency whose responsibilities include re-
sponding to West Nile and measles outbreaks;

• a reduction of 56% in the Bureau of Narcotics and 
Dangerous Drugs in the face of an opioid crisis;

• a decline of 23% in the Council on Law Enforce-
ment Education and Training, while the number of 
officers and public expectations upon them are grow-
ing;

• a 31% decrease in funding for the Department of 
Tourism at a time when high employment and low gas 
prices will have record numbers of families on the 
road looking for new adventures; and

• a 38% reduction in the Department of Libraries, 

which serves the lowest income and least connected 
Oklahomans with Internet access and literacy and 
General Education Development [GED] courses.

Economic growth and revenue increases adopted 
in 2018 provided the opportunity to begin restoring 
smaller agencies’ budgets by $140 million. This will 
make Oklahoma safer, invest in our future, promote 
innovation, and hold government more accountable.

The FY ‘20 budget promotes public safety in addi-
tional funding for firefighting efforts for the Depart-
ment of Agriculture; increasing staffing and materi-
als for the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation; 
water quality and laboratory improvements at the De-
partment of Environmental Quality; and flood control 
in the Conservation Commission.

It invests in Oklahoma workers and their families 
through the Physicians Manpower Training Commis-
sion; increases economic development funding for 
the Department of Commerce; and allows the Com-
mission for Children and Youth to better coordinate 
their work.

The state can further increase smaller agencies’ 
budgets with little budget impact. An additional $110 
million in funding – 1.4% of overall state appropria-
tions – will restore smaller agency budgets to the FY 
‘09 level.

This small investment will pay off many times over 
in a healthier environment, safer communities, a bet-
ter quality of life, and a stronger economy.
Paul Shinn is the Budget and Tax Senior Policy Ana-
lyst at Oklahoma Policy Institute; www.okpolicy.org.
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Oklahoma’s Senior 
Tax Breaks Costly, 
Poorly Targeted

Tax breaks for seniors cost Oklahoma an esti-
mated $310 million annually and do little to 
help the seniors most in need, according to 
a new report from the Center on Budget and 

Policy Priorities. 
These tax breaks caused Oklahoma to forego an es-

timated 9% of income tax revenue in 2017, a percent-
age share that was more than all but 10 other states. 
The $310 million dedicated to senior tax breaks ex-
ceeds legislative appropriations for all but six state 
agencies.

Senior tax breaks are poorly targeted because most 
states, including Oklahoma, provide them regardless 
of the recipient’s income or savings. 

In particular, higher-income seniors with pensions, 
annuities, or other retirement savings benefit the 
most from state tax breaks for retirement account in-
come.

In Oklahoma, seniors can deduct $10,000 per indi-
vidual or $20,000 per couple of retirement account 
income, whether private or public accounts [for mili-
tary veterans, the exemption is the greater of $10,000 
or 75% of income]. These deductions were worth 
$116.3 million in FY ‘18, according to the Oklahoma 
Tax Commission. 

In addition, Social Security income is 100% deduct-
ible regardless of a retiree’s total income, as are cer-
tain federal civil service benefits received in lieu of 
Social Security. Together these deductions reduced 
seniors’ tax liability by $161.4 million.

As a result of these preferences, the report esti-
mates that Oklahoma’s seniors’ tax liability is less 
than two-thirds that of otherwise comparable non-
elderly taxpayers.

Offering tax breaks to all seniors, regardless of the 
recipients’ income or savings, may have made sense 
decades ago when poverty among seniors was wide-
spread. 

But today, the poverty rate among seniors in much 
lower: just one in 10 seniors live in poverty today, 
compared to one out of four in 1970.

At the same time, the Center on Budget and Policy 
Priorities notes that “inequality among seniors is 
higher in the United States than in any Organization 
for Economic Co-operation and Development country 
other than Chile and Mexico and is growing with each 

BY DAVID BLATT

generation.” 
These trends should weigh in favor of tax prefer-

ences that provide greater benefits to low-income se-
niors, unlike current policies.

Senior tax preferences, as currently constituted, 
also serve to reinforce racial inequality. People of 
color are considerably less likely to be covered by a 
defined benefit pension plan or to have retirement 
savings. 

As a result, they benefit less from Oklahoma’s aged-
based tax exemptions on retirement income.

The cost of senior tax breaks will continue to rise 
with state’s growing senior population, which is ex-
pected to grow from 15% of the state’s population in 
2017 to 18% in 2030. 

Nationally, the cost of senior tax breaks are expect-
ed to more than double between now and 2030, when 
the number of Americans over 65 will increase to one 
in five.

The growing cost of senior tax breaks will add to 
pressures on the state budget in the years ahead.

According to a recent report by Kent Olson, Okla-
homa State University economics professor emeri-
tus, Oklahoma faces a structural budget deficit that 
will grow to $1.1 billion annually by FY ‘30.

The gap will be large enough to exact a significant 
toll on government-provided services – which could 
include larger class sizes and continued teacher un-
rest, higher college tuition and greater college debt, 
and reductions in essential medical care for physi-
cal and mental illness – in the absence of new tax 
increases.

As we look ahead 
to a growing senior 
population at a 
time of scarce re-
source, Oklahoma 
lawmakers should 
be giving greater 
scrutiny to senior 
tax preferences 
with the aim of tar-
geting them to low-
income seniors 
who need help the 
most.
David Blatt is the 
Executive Director 
of Oklahoma Poli-
cy Institute; www.
okpolicy.org.
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Drive To Corporatize Schools
Shifting Into Higher Gear

BY JOHN THOMPSON

When I finally dared to read some of the 
Wikileaks documents that transformed 
the 2016 election, it was shocking to 
learn that Hillary, not Trump, colluded 

with Robert Mueller’s FBI and “the Deep State.”
Just kidding! But the leaked emails offer some sur-

prising insights into the Clinton campaign’s debate 
over education policy, as well as the predictable pow-
er of billionaire donors.

The notes of Clinton aide Ann O’Leary indicate that 
some in the Clinton team understood why the test 
and punish, charter-driven corporate reform agenda 
– generously funded by the Obama Administration – 
was an educational and political failure. On the other 
hand, Clinton was intimidated by corporate reform-
ers like Eli Broad; John Petry, a founder of both Dem-
ocrats for Education Reform [DFER] and Success 
Academy; Laurene Powell Jobs; Netflix CEO Reed 
Hastings; and the Walton Foundation, who wanted to 

double down on the Billionaires Boys Club’s privati-
zation campaign.

It was good to learn that O’Leary argued “more tests 
will not improve the quality of a child’s education. We 
can all agree that our teachers should be supported, 
not scapegoated.” Rejecting the previously bipartisan 
effort to blame “bad teachers” for the achievement 
gap, she noted the need for 1.5 million new teachers 
in the next decade, so it made no sense to continue 
the corporate reformers’ attacks on the profession.

O’Leary advised, “Let’s stop the bleeding that is 
happening – with half of all new teachers in America 
quitting within the first five years of starting their 
teaching career.”

Best of all, O’Leary sought an education policy that 
could “make America whole.” She recommended: 

Focus on the whole child – and acknowledge that 
toxic stress created by poverty does impact learn-
ing and that teachers cannot do this work alone. We 
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Koch Network Takes
Aim At Public Schools

Don’t look now but the movement to turn public 
schools into profit centers has gained some powerful 
allies: industrialist Charles Koch and his billionaires’ 
political network.

According to the Associated Press, the Koch Ka-
bal is targeting education issues like school choice 
in response to “a new wave of hostility from Demo-
crats who oppose charter schools and private school 
vouchers that use taxpayer money.”

Koch’s Yes Every Kid initiative is the latest pursuit 
of his sprawling network of wealthy donors, political 
groups and tax-exempt advocacy organizations best 
known for pushing anti-regulation, small-govern-
ment policies. Its political arm, Americans for Pros-
perity [AFP], is perhaps best known for underwriting 
the Tea Party and opposing ObamaCare.

According to the AP’s Sally Ho:
The Yes Every Kid group is tasked with monitor-

ing statehouses where it can be influential on school 
choice, said Stacy Hock, a Texas philanthropist who 
is among hundreds of donors each contributing at 
least $100,000 annually to the Koch network’s wide-
ranging agenda.

Hock and officials with the Koch network said it’s 
too early to provide specifics about what policies the 
group is pushing.

“The priority is to go where there is a political ap-
petite to be open to policy change and lean in there,” 
said Hock, who also leads the Texans for Education 
Opportunity advocacy group that supports charters 
and other education alternatives.

She cited Texas, West Virginia, Tennessee and 
Florida as priority states where school choice pro-
posals have flourished.

Randi Weingarten, president of the American Fed-
eration of Teachers union, called Koch’s new effort a 
public relations stunt.

“To date, the Koch strategy has been to profit from 
and compete with public schools, while trying to ‘de-
fund and defang’ anyone who got in their way,” We-
ingarten said in a statement.

Koch’s new education reform lobbying group comes 
as the conservative icon recalibrates his priorities, 
both by downplaying the politics synonymous with 
his family’s name and emphasizing work with un-
likely allies, such as partnering with liberal CNN com-
mentator Van Jones on prison reform.

Koch previously dabbled in education issues – 
supporting publicly subsidized vouchers for private 
schools – but the new initiative represents a deeper 
dive into K-12 education and school choice.

This is especially significant in Oklahoma where the 
Koch network’s AFP and Oklahoma Council of Public 
Affairs seem to have the ear of a neophyte gover-
nor whose political principles are evolving on the job. 
OCPA’s devotion to vouchers and for-profit schools 
and Gov. Kevin Stitt’s evangelical worldview are a 
match made in hell for public ed advocates.

The AP reports:
Yes Every Kid officials won’t say how much money 

they will pour into the new initiative and have yet to 
formally identify its agenda beyond saying it would 
take an “open-minded approach” to state-level edu-
cation issues such as school choice, school finance 
reform and teacher autonomy.

The Koch network is turning to community leaders 
to help support local priorities, rather than prescrib-
ing its own goals, said Derrell Bradford, a Yes Every 
Kid board member and executive vice president of 
50CAN, a school choice advocacy group.

“This group is not bound by working on any one 
specific issue,” Bradford said. “We’re also taking a 
very humbling approach to the kind of policy vision 
we want to see.”

need to support parents through two-generation ap-
proaches to learning. We need to provide schools the 
resources to hire guidance counselors and mental 
health providers, and make sure that children from 
low-income communities once again have music 
and art education and opportunities to participate 
in gymnastics and ballet.

Alternet reports, however, that “Clinton’s advisors 
warned her that wealthy donors like Petry, Whitney 
Tilson, or Eli Broad could walk if she didn’t support 
charter schools.” They “knew their donors were be-
hind a lawsuit seeking to end teacher tenure.”

Petry’s DFER insisted that it would shift donations 
to pro-reform candidates unless Clinton affirmed 
the “‘more businesslike approach’ to education, and 
tying teacher tenure to standardized test scores.” 
Broad would “threaten to withhold funding from Clin-
ton” for criticizing charter schools.

Today, the most relevant insights revealed by Alter-
net and Wikileaks are not the privatizers’ steadfast 
defense of high-stakes testing, union-bashing and 
driving veteran teachers out of the profession, but 
their continuing demand for top-down, reward and 
punish mandates.

AnnUAL EDUCATIOn ISSUE
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According to O’Leary’s notes, these “‘experts’ were 
calling for new federal controls, more for-profit com-
panies and more technology in public schools – but 
first on the menu was a bold remake of the teaching 
‘profession.’”

Tulsa patrons should be particularly worried be-
cause Tulsa Public Schools is led by Deborah Gist 
and a dozen other Broad-trained administrators who 
are investing in so-called “personalized” online learn-
ing and its uncertified Teacher Corps, which “is one 
of many recent strategies for finding bodies to put in 
classrooms. This is necessary because about 30% of 
the district’s teaching force started working there in 
the past two years.”

The otherwise outstanding George Kaiser Family 
Foundation even joined with the Bloomberg and Wal-
ton foundations in funding Tulsa’s “portfolio manage-
ment” directors to “absorb the duties of the director 
of partnership and charter schools,” and “in the fu-
ture, implement ‘new school models resulting from 
incubation efforts of the district.’”

The so-called portfolio model is a kinder, gentler 
name for union-busting, turning traditional pub-
lic schools into the alternative schools for charter 
schools, and the perpetual battle to raise test scores 
in a Social Darwinian fight for survival.

And that is a lead-in to rightwingers’ plans for ad-
vancing a very similar agenda. 

Recent coverage of the Charles Koch network’s re-
branding of their corporate reforms are equally bank-
rupt in terms of education policy, but politically they 
seem to be more attractive – and thus more threaten-
ing – than the neoliberal agenda which was pushed 
on Democrats.

A similar set of tactics has been announced by the 
Oklahoma Council of Public Affairs [OCPA].

A three-day donor seminar in 2018 outside Palm 
Springs, the Washington Post reported, brought to-
gether “about 700 people who each contribute a mini-
mum of $100,000 per year to the constellation of or-
ganizations that comprise the Koch network.”

The Post explained that Koch supporters:
Dreamed of disrupting the status quo, customiz-

ing learning and breaking the teacher unions. One 
initial priority is expanding educational saving ac-
counts and developing technologies that would let 
parents pick and choose private classes or tutors for 
their kids the same way people shop on Amazon.

This year, according to the Washington Post, new 
concerns have helped prompt the rebranding. More-
over, it seems that the Koch’s reformers are more 
sensitive to the anger prompted by failed corporate 
reforms, and are seeking new battlegrounds.

In contrast to neoliberal edu-philanthropists, who 
promote civil rights but without acknowledging that 
charters have proven themselves incapable of serving 
the highest-poverty students, extreme conservatives 
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are free to explicitly shift their focus to expanding 
rural and suburban charters.

Moreover, some want “personalized learning” to 
counter the “recent polling [which] shows younger 
people have a more favorable impression of socialism 
than capitalism.”

Koch reformers are just as committed as Democrat-
ic reformers to “disruptive” change to spark dramatic 
“transformations.” Stacy Hock claims that “families 
are getting more and more comfortable with exper-
imenting and taking risks. … Education should be 
getting way, way better and way, way cheaper, but the 
opposite is happening.”

She said, “What we’re seeing all across the coun-
try are little flames. … What I don’t yet know is how 
to throw gasoline on all those flames.” [Emphasis is 
in the original.]

I doubt that is a winning tactic; how many parents 
want their children used as lab rats in these reckless 
experiments? But it is tied to the big issue that many 
Democrat donors don’t seem to understand.

Democratic-leaning elites must be aware that test-
driven accountability has sucked the joy of learning 
out of way too many classrooms, but they don’t see 
an alternative to top-down, data-driven governance [at 
least for schools serving the poorest children.] 

But conservatives can adopt the winning strategy 
of rejecting the “‘soul-crushing’ conformity” which 
reform has imposed, especially in urban districts. 
They promise something that would be terrifying to 
many education leaders, even if parents would love it.

Koch embraces “the goal of letting children pursue 
what interests them the most and not follow a strict 
curriculum.”

It’s not surprising the OCPA’s agenda his very simi-
lar to Koch’s. Once you get past the inaccuracies 
about education in Greg Forster’s A Next Generation 
School Agenda for Oklahoma, an insight into its poli-
tics emerges.

The OCPA is basically gambling everything on 
school choice, which can be a smart wager if the goal 
is disruption as opposed to advancing equity. It can 
thus reject the doomed-to-fail campaign to expand 
charters in order to advance civil rights, and appeal 
to a huge market – patrons who are tired of top-down 
mandates by accountability-driven reformers.

Even if he doesn’t understand what it would take 
to close the achievement gap, Forster can say what 
Democrats [who are also beholden to the Billionaires 
Boys Club that imposed Common Core and other rig-
orous standards of learning on all schools] have been 
afraid to utter:

The other big problem in the standards move-
ment has been technocracy. National standards 
are meaningless in practice if they’re not tied to a 
national system of quantitative metrics that test 
whether students are living up to the standards. This 
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forces schools to divert attention from educational 
priorities that aren’t being measured quantitatively 
[and which in many cases can’t be measured quan-
titatively] to the ones that are. Education would be 
whittled down more and more ruthlessly to serve 
narrower and narrower goals – goals defined not by 
parents, but by a technocratic class of “experts” and 
the politicians who control them.

So, we may be facing the worst of both worlds. The 
billionaires who backed Hillary may have adopted a 
less antagonistic spin, but their punitive policies re-

‘Teaching Is A Political Act’

main very similar to those of the rightwing’s billion-
aires. On the other hand, the Koch Brothers and OCPA 
have heard the protests by teachers and parents, and 
now pretend that they are listening and would offer 
more meaningful and holistic instruction.
John Thompson is an award-winning historian 
who became an inner-Oklahoma City teacher after 
the “Hoova” set of the Crips took over his neighbor-
hood and he became attached to the kids in the drug 
houses. Now retired, he is the author of A Teacher’s 
Tale: Learning, Loving, and Listening to Our Kids.

BY JOHN WALDRON

This is the story of the way forward.
There’s a saying I read in an education manual 

that has stuck with me: The other side of the coin 
has another side.

Last November, I was elected to the Oklahoma 
Legislature as one of those angry teachers demand-
ing better school funding. I was one of 24 Democrats 
working alongside 77 Republicans in my deep-red 
state’s House of Representatives. Some things didn’t 
go so well for me in this first session, as you may 
have read in the essays I’ve been writing for Educa-
tion Week.

I authored several bills. They all died. I debated 
against some pretty awful examples of cut-and-
paste legislation from the American Legislative 
Exchange Council [ALEC], a national organization 
that promotes conservative legislation at the state 
level. One such bill, for example, required doctors to 
notify patients of a scientifically unproven method 
of reversing the effects of “day after” drugs used in 
abortions. They all passed.

We ended the session with an improved budget 
for next year, but the legislative leadership chose to 
deposit $200 million dollars of unallocated revenue 
into a state savings account – revenue that could 
have been used to fully fund smaller classroom 
sizes.

It felt lonely to be in such a small minority, kept 
out of the discussions that matter. In the minority 
role, your primary purpose is to call into question 
the wisdom of the majority. That’s an important 
function. History provides an example of American 
government under single-party rule: the Confed-
eracy. Lacking a competitive party structure, it failed 
to build consensus and govern effectively. Individual 
party barons and interests obstructed the Confeder-
ate government at every turn, resisting policies to 
control inflation, enforce conscription, or finance 

the government.
A similar dysfunction manifests itself today in the 

kind of interest-group politics we see in deep-red or 
deep-blue states. It’s all too easy for powerful inter-
ests to push the policies they want with the ruling 
party leadership, because they know the opposition 
is too weak to stop them.

It’s not that the other side of the coin is evil. Our 
system is just out of balance.

I learned that “the other guys” are for the most 
part good, honorable people. They just have a differ-
ent point of view. But there are some who are in gov-
ernment chasing power and money, and it’s harder 
to constrain those individuals when a single-party 
power structure prevails. In states with de facto one-
party rule, there’s no check on individual ambition, 
other than from within the ruling party itself. 

However, the party wants to remain united for the 
sake of holding on to power, leaving the minority 
party in the role of Cassandra – the Trojan priestess 
whose warnings about trouble ahead went unheed-
ed.

In this environment, education becomes a battle-
ground issue. Lobbyists for private interest groups 
can promote school privatization through voucher 
bills, call for tax cuts at the expense of public ser-
vices, and suppress collective bargaining for teach-
ers. All they have to do is leverage one party, whose 
lopsided majority allows leaders to favor narrow 
interests without worrying that their power might 
slip. They profit from the polarization of contempo-
rary politics.

So, how do we as educators change the narrative? 
As teachers, we need to realize that teaching is a 
political act. It affects everyone, and therefore we 
need to advocate for good policies that invest public 
resources wisely in the common good.

We can no longer shut up and teach. We have to 
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speak out. We should do so politely, resolutely, and 
with the facts on our side. And we need to build 
bridges to communities that feel alienated by mod-
ern school bureaucracy.

For example, we need effective strategies that com-
bat bullying with restorative justice and by modeling 
civil society. And we need to provide effective re-
sources for addressing this generation’s challenges 
in mental health.

Public schools need to reassert their role as a 
public square of American discourse – a place where 
citizens learn from each other and appreciate differ-
ent points of view. By teaching good, old-fashioned 
critical thinking, we can prepare another generation 
to do better in the digital age.

One of the reasons we have so many states run by 
one party is that we have learned to vilify the other 
side rather than listen to it.

This fall, for the first time in 20 years, I won’t be 
teaching in a public school. As a legislator, I cannot 
be on another state payroll, so I’ll look for jobs in 
private schools. It’s ironic that I had to give up the 

job I loved to try to save the public school system I 
love.

But I don’t regret the choice. I believe public ser-
vice is honorable, and I look forward to coming to 
the next session of the Legislature with more experi-
ence and a better sense of how to get things done. 
I believe that the fight for better policies, for public 
education, and a host of other issues, is a good 
fight.

And I believe it’s not too late to fix American poli-
tics. Most people in both parties recognize the need 
for a healthy public school system. And I need to 
assure colleagues on the other side of the aisle that 
I am not the enemy.

I’m part of the solution – the other side of the coin.
John Waldron taught for 20 years at Booker T. 
Washington High School in Tulsa, where he was 
named a finalist for state teacher of the year. He 
won election to the state legislature as a Demo-
crat in November 2018. This is the final essay in a 
series he has wrote for Education Week. Reprinted 
with permission.

Summer Nutrition Programs
Key To Fighting Hunger

BY JOE DORMAN

It should go without saying, but every Oklahoma 
child should have access to nutritious meals. No 
child should go hungry, nor should they have to 
eat unhealthy foods – which can stunt their physi-

cal and mental development – simply because those 
foods are cheap and readily available.

Unfortunately, this is exactly what is happening for 
roughly one-in-five Oklahoma kids, who are classi-
fied as “food insecure.”

The high prevalence of food insecurity is why 
school free and reduced-price lunch programs are so 
important; the school cafeteria is literally the only 
reliable source of healthy food for many low-income 
children. Of course, that also means that many chil-
dren are cut off from those nutritious meals during 
the summer months when school is closed.

To fill that void, the Oklahoma State Department 
of Education administers some Summer Nutrition 
Programs, which provide healthy meals during the 
summer months and, at some feeding sites, offer 
educational and enrichment programming. These 
programs are a great way to fight hunger while also 
reducing summer “learning loss,” a backwards 
academic slide that many students experience over 
their summer breaks.

A new report by the Food Research and Action 
Center evaluates the availability and access to Sum-
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mer Nutrition Programs in all 50 states and the 
District of Columbia, and paints a very mixed picture 
for Oklahoma. The report, entitled “Hunger Doesn’t 
Take a Break” is available in its entirety at frac.org.

Putting the bad news first: Oklahoma is dead last 
in the country, and has been for the past four years, 
when it comes to the percentage of children par-
ticipating in Summer Nutrition Programs who also 
benefit from the National School Lunch Program. 
In the District of Columbia, which leads the nation, 
34.5% of students receiving free school lunches also 
benefit from Summer Nutrition Programs. In Okla-
homa, that falls to just 5.5%.

Simply put, a huge number of Oklahoma stu-
dents who rely on school lunches for healthy meals 
are falling through the cracks during the summer 
months.

Obviously, a ranking of 51 out of 51 is bad news, 
but there is a silver lining to this cloud.

The same report found that Oklahoma had the na-
tion’s third-highest increase in summer meal par-
ticipation from 2017 to 2018. In July 2018, approxi-
mately 570 summer meal sites served over 16,000 
Oklahoma kids with free meals daily.

We are starting at the bottom of the pile, but we 
are getting better quickly and there is reason to be 
optimistic that trend will continue.

One of the ways the state can improve its ranking 
is simply by spreading awareness of this program 
and its availability, which is where readers of this 
column can lend a hand. Make sure your friends and 
family with school-age children know about Summer 
Nutrition Programs and that ALL children and teens 
under 18 can benefit from them.

Another way to expand access to summer nutri-
tion sites is for the state to seek out willing partners 
who can help manage them.

For instance, the Oklahoma Institute for Child 
Advocacy is working to jumpstart a collaborative ef-
fort between willing senior nutrition sites to expand 
their meal-offerings to children. Intergenerational 
feeding programs have been suggested by federal 
entities and healthcare professionals as a way to 
increase healthy interaction between senior citizens 
and young people.

The partnerships could also lead to new sources of 
federal revenue for the sites. Rep. Toni Hasenbeck, 
R-Elgin, requested an interim study to be conducted 
by the Oklahoma House of Representatives regard-
ing this topic, but it was not approved.

There are 425,000 Oklahoma kids who eat free 
and reduced-price school meals. All of us can do our 
part to ensure they are getting the healthy food they 
need during the summer months.
Former state Rep. Joe Dorman is chief executive of-
ficer of the Oklahoma Institute for Child Advocacy.

Lead-Based Paint
Abounds In Schools
BY MARILYNNE WOOD

With all the emphasis that has been placed 
on making sure children are safe from 
the hazards of lead-based paint at home, 
similar efforts would seem just as impor-

tant for America’s schools.
After all, outside of the home, young children spend 

the majority of their day – 6.8 hours a day – at school.
Yet a new federal report found that an estimated 

15.2 million children in the U.S. go to schools in 
school districts that found lead-based paint. 

This is happening more than 40 years after the Unit-
ed States’ 1978 ban on the use of lead-based paint in 
housing.

For years, as a nursing professor and parent educa-
tor who specializes in treating children with elevated 
lead levels, I have worked to identify children with 
lead poisoning and to help parents make their homes 
lead-safe. Lead, breathed in or ingested, can affect 
children’s brain development resulting in reduced IQ.

The report, released June 24 by the U.S. Govern-
ment Accountability Office, highlighted how many 
school districts – 72% – are not even inspecting their 
buildings for lead-based paint hazards. The GAO re-
stricted its analysis to school districts that had at 
least one school built before 1978, and those that ob-
tained drinking water from a public water system.

Among the 12% that do inspect for lead hazards, 
more than half found them. That raises questions 
about what amount could be found in the remaining 
88% of schools that aren’t looking.

Lead was more frequently found in large school dis-
tricts – 51% of the time versus 8% for other districts, 
according to the report. These larger districts may 
have older school buildings, or they may be in larger 
cities that lack the money to keep schools in a good 
state of repair.

The report also reveals that 58% of school districts 
did not notify parents of their findings and 46% did 
not tell school board members. Fifty-nine percent 
didn’t tell the media, either.

As one who has worked directly with lead-poisoned 
children, I find it interesting how often there is an 
emphasis on making sure students have things like 
technology to make sure children learn. The same 
emphasis needs to be placed on making sure schools 
are free from hazards, such as those posed by lead-
based paint, that threaten children’s ability to learn.

© Nation of Change
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“Rational death” is the concept that 
individuals might decide to end their 
life based on satisfying some compel-
ling reason, such as relief from a con-
tinuing painful life. Such individuals 
consider that they have a right to end 
their suffering. 

Too often, they do kill themselves in 
painful, undignified and lonely acts due 
to current laws written by lawmakers in 
disagreement with self-determination 
under these circumstances as being a 
right. That disagreement results from a 
religious bias.

Although there are probably many 
reasons that serve as the bases for a 
rational death, the following example is 
likely to be the most common one.

Brittany Maynard received a prognosis 
of a brain tumor that would kill her in a 
matter of months. She decided that she 
would rather die under her own terms 
than go through an extended loss of 
her cognitive self and functioning skills 
before her inevitable and near death. 

She sought physician-assisted death 
but found in California at that time 
such assistance was illegal. She wanted 

Death With Dignity?
Not In Oklahoma
BY CHADWICK COX

a dignified death so refused to resort to the many 
ways one can end their life in a more lurid manner 
that many people are forced to do in other states 
with punitive laws related to rational death.

Brittany’s solution is what many others might 
want but for them is not workable given their cir-
cumstances. She moved to Oregon where this state 
had passed a Death with Dignity Act [DWDA] that 
allows physician-assisted death for a resident. She 
satisfied all the requirements, including establish-
ing residency, and planned a gathering of family and 
friends to be with her for her final goodbye.

Her husband has written of her passing: “Brit-
tany’s passing was truly peaceful. She fell asleep five 
minutes after taking the life-ending medication. She 
passed away 30 minutes later exactly as she hoped: 
in my arms, in her bed, surrounded by the family, 
friends and pets she cherished. She died on her own 

terms. There was no anxiety, no fear – only love and 
appreciation as she fell asleep.”

That is the kind of passing many would want. I 
know I do but I live in Oklahoma where physician-
assisted death is prevented by the threatened pros-
ecution of any physician who might help. So far, 
California, Colorado, District of Columbia, Hawaii, 
Maine, Montana, New Jersey, Oregon, Vermont and 
Washington have DWDA statutes, except that in 
Montana, physician-assisted dying has been legal-
ized by state Supreme Court ruling in 2009.

Several other states are likely to pass similar 
DWDAs in the near future. In Oklahoma former Rep. 
Steve Kouplen introduced such bills in 2015 and 
2016 but those were never heard in committee. 

This session, Sen. Gary Stanislawski introduced 
[later co-authored by Sean Roberts] SB 108, creating 
the Death Certificate Accuracy Act. The bill requires 
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that the death certificate show suicide even if the 
death was meant to prevent the eminent cancer 
caused death. It was signed into law by Gov. Kevin 
Stitt on May 6.

Here’s Stanislawski’s explanation for the need of 
this listing:

“Causing the sick and vulnerable to feel that their 
lives are not worthy, or that they are a burden, 
sends the not-so-subtle message that – as former 
Colorado Gov. Richard Lamm once infamously put 
it – they have a ‘duty to die and get out of the way.’ 
A prerequisite for preventing the lethal practice of 
assisted suicide from gaining a foothold in Oklaho-
ma is honest reporting of the actual cause of death 
so the perpetrators cannot hide what they have 
done.”

That is such an uninformed, paranoid and mean-
spirited comment about DWDAs. Does Stanislawski 
really think he is doing God’s work? For that matter, 
do all 33 Senate Republicans voting for the bill and 
Gov. Stitt for signing it into law feel they are doing 
God’s work when in actual fact they are making the 
life of the survivor’s family and friends miserable.

The rationale for thinking that suicide should be 
prevented is sound when considering that youth can 
be overwhelmed with emotions when they do not 
know how to properly respond. Several disorders 
in adults, such as severe depression and PTSD, are 
treatable and can relieve suicidal tendencies. How-
ever, being faced with certain death in a relatively 
short time is another matter.

Even that short time may be filled with real dis-
comfort. Suicide prevention in those people with 
a death prognosis actually sounds irrational. Even 
then, some states have laws that can make the sur-
viving family uncomfortable as it does now in Okla-
homa.

The states that have DWDAs are patterned after 
the 22-year-old Oregon law. One particular public 
concern was the death procedure should be pre-
ceded by a rational and verified request from the 
individual wanting the death procedure. The law 
requires that two physicians must interview and 
approve the applicant before being able to request a 
prescription.

In those states that have DWDAs, no physician is 
commanded to provide the sought-for agent to end 
life. In fact, the doctor must have the compassion 
and belief that his patient must want and need relief 
that death would bring. In fact, all persons involved 
in the procedure, including the pharmacist, must 
willingly participate. The individual must physically 
take the prescribed medicine unassisted. 

Unlike Stanislawski’s assertion, these deaths 
are not considered suicide since they are inserted 
shortly before the less pleasant eminent death. No 
one involved in the procedure should be referred to 

as a perpetrator.
The agents used in assisted deaths are unavailable 

without a doctor’s prescription. The agents are cho-
sen because they put the individual to sleep before 
ending life. No painful death as with many poisons. 
No messes left like with guns, knives, nooses or 
after leaps from high places for those deaths where 
the better agents are unavailable.

Oregon began their program in 1997, so has a 
large statistical base. The acceptance for the law 
has increased with time both in Oregon as well as in 
many other states. Some of those states have ad-
opted their own version of the procedure and others 
are trying to get their versions enacted. The number 
of people that chose the procedure compared to the 
total deaths has been near .4% since the beginning 
and similar results have been attained in the other 
states with DWDA-like programs.

The most frequent reports of end of life concerns 
were loss of autonomy [nine out of 10], decreasing 
ability to do those things that make life enjoyable 
[nine out of 10] and loss of dignity [six out of 10]. 
Of those receiving a prescription, about six in 10 
consume the prescription and all die. Many of the 
rest were pleased to have that option but never felt 
compelled to take it.

About 90% that die do so at home, about 90% were 
with hospice, and about 60% had cancer. This proce-
dure is not right for many, but for others the as-
sisted death is a less anxious and very sure ending 
compared to all the other alternatives.

Will Oklahoma ever pass a DWDA? That is unlikely 
for the foreseeable future. The fact that all three 
votes for SB 108 were passed by only Republicans 
and the negative votes were all Democrats with a few 
Republicans is telling.

The Republicans will not change the way they 
think and the Democrats have a long way to go. This 
brings no hope for those of us in need.
Chadwick Cox lives in Norman.
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BY BOB D. ROUNSAVELL

America’s
Health
Care
Crisis

President Trump’s new bud-
get is a grim message for se-
nior citizens. Next year’s 2020 
budget would leave seniors out 
in the cold by drastically cut-
ting the programs that benefit 
the oldest and most vulnerable 
people in our society. Simply 
put, many would need to get by 
with less next year.

No one serious about pro-
tecting Social Security, Medi-
care and Medicaid would 
propose a budget so harmful 
to our older citizens. Not only 
would it cut billions of dol-
lars to the aforementioned 
programs, it also would repeal 
the Affordable Care Act and 
eliminate programs for lower-
income persons such as Meals 
on Wheels.

The candidate who once 
promised to take care of people 
in need now as president sub-
mits to Congress a budget that 
would gut Medicaid, weakens 
Medicare and deeply cuts So-
cial Security Disability Insurance [SSDI].

According to the National Committee to Preserve 
Social Security and Medicare, “In combination with 
2017’s tax cuts for the very wealthy and the admin-
istration’s failure to allow Medicare to negotiate 
with Big Pharma for lower drug prices, the latest 
Trump budget shows that this administration is not 
plugged in to the realities of being elderly in Ameri-
ca today.”

The historic budget deficits caused largely by the 
Trump-GOP tax cuts of 2017 are being used as an 

excuse to push unfair and harmful cuts to essential 
social safety net programs. It makes no sense that 
the well-being and financial security of millions of 
workers as well as retirees should be sacrificed in 
order to solve our nation’s debt crisis, pay for tax 
breaks for the rich, or fund completely unrelated 
programs.

Unfortunately it looks like the battle to protect 
and strengthen earned benefits will be both ongoing 
and relentless. 

That’s mainly because opponents of Social Securi-
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ty and Medicare are fixated on scaling back the very 
programs that millions of retirees, workers and the 
nation’s most vulnerable citizens rely on for daily 
living.

One example is reflected in the national discus-
sion over controlling prescription drug prices. Here 
we are, the richest country in the world, yet accord-
ing to one recent poll, while most people taking 
prescription drugs say they can afford their treat-
ments about one in four have difficulty affording 
their drugs.

I’m one of those. For me, two to three months of 
every year I find myself trapped in that deep dough-
nut hole having to pay more for some of my pre-
scription drugs.

Believe it or not, no regulations or laws prevent 
drug companies from charging people outrageous 
prices on their drugs. So we Americans pay the 
highest prices for doctors’ prescriptions in the 
world.

Currently at least 20 outpatient drugs carry a list 
price of more than $25,000 for a one-month supply, 
according to a March analysis by AARP’s GoodRx.

Recently the new House passed legislation that 
would allow Medicare to negotiate drug prices di-
rectly with pharmaceutical manufacturers, permit 
drug re-importation from Canada, and stop Pay-for-
Delay agreements that delay generics entering the 
market, thereby forcing people like me into that ugly 
doughnut hole every year.

And the good news is that a recent House panel 
has negotiated a deal on several bills primarily 
geared to ensure access to generic drugs. Let’s keep 
the pressure on our elected officials, especially the 
whole Congress, to ensure that those become laws.

For years, make that decades, lots of us from 
patients to presidents have complained about spiral-

ing of prescription drug prices. Little changed until 
May 2017 when the AARP Bulletin ran an extended 
report on the phenomenon.

As it turned out, the explanation is pretty simple. 
It seems that although America’s health care system 
is quite complex, in a world of strong patent laws 
and limited regulation of pricing, Big Pharma has 
extraordinary power to charge whatever it desires for 
its drugs.

Although we live in a fast changing world, appar-
ently we must still pay corporate America obscene 
prices for items that are either highly desirable or 
indispensable for our health, maybe even survival. 
Thus the good ‘ol USofA is a very expensive environ-
ment where medical drug prices rise faster than the 
rate of inflation.

Are you ready for this? The average annual cost of 
a brand-name drug has more than tripled in the past 
decade, jumping from $1,868 in 2006 to $6,798 in 
2017, according to the AARP Public Policy Institute.

Older adults now take an average of 4.5 medica-
tions each month, which can rise to a total retail 
cost of more than $30,000 a year for brand-name 
drugs.

There is hope ahead, however, if we all do our part. 
If we continue to keep informed and work with our 
elected political representatives at all levels, per-
haps the most important gift from Donald Trump 
is making our democracy work again. That simply 
means that we utilize both our brain and the tech-
nology at our disposal.

There are certainly a lot more of us than he and 
his cohorts.
Bob Rounsavell currently serves as chair of the 
Eastern Flyer Coalition of communities between 
Tulsa and Oklahoma City. His wife Maria serves as 
his editor. 

The Minimum Wage Debates
BY BOB BEARDEN

All conservatives believe [at least all I’ve heard 
from] that we shouldn’t ever raise the minimum 
wage. They believe in the false mantra that people 
get rich by bootstrapping themselves up the ladder 
of success. Which is a totally false narrative. Sen. 
Elizabeth Warren has squelched that falsehood 
quite dramatically.

Every person of wealth has either inherited their 
money or got it on the backs of others, taking ad-
vantage of others, by hook or by crook. If you see 
a self-made individual, look into their background 
– they weren’t self-made by any shape, way or form. 
Someone had to give them a hand up. Most of those 

people will never acknowledge the people who 
helped them along their way, because they don’t 
want to stir the pot of anger that would erupt from 
those people.

Millions of our fellow citizens are steeped in the 
idea that if they work hard and live conservatively, 
they will someone be rich, too. That is what is 
known as the American Pipe Dream. It ain’t gonna 
happen for pretty much all of them. 

But thanks to those who want to keep them believ-
ing that lie, they are spoon fed the idea that they too 
like the people who continually perpetuate that false 
dichotomy can someday be a part of the filthy rich.
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And so they always are sucked into that narrative 
and go through their lives living a false dream.

There is, of course, the American Dream. That, 
too, is predicated on a very similar narrative. Work 
hard, save your money and even if you don’t make a 
lot of moola someday you will have a mansion just 
like J. Paul Getty. But what we aren’t told is what 
lies behind men and women like J. Paul Getty and 
how they got where they are – or in his case were.

Since so many people in our nation buy into that 
idea they too can someday be rich, we end up with 
a tamp down of great expectations and a minimum 
wage that keeps millions of our fellow citizens mired 
in abject poverty. Any talk or thought of raising the 
minimum wage to a level that would actually allow 
those receiving it to have a decent slice of life gets 
yelled and screamed down as socialism.

When I was going to college in the early ‘60s the 
minimum wage was $1 per hour. I first started work-

ing as a teenager at Luby’s Cafeteria in Wichita Falls, 
TX, for 50 cents an hour on the dishwashing line. 
For a guy or a girl my age that was not a bad salary. 
In fact, while I was at Luby’s I led a strike when they 
decided we needed to speed up the line in order to 
wash more dishes, faster, and as a settlement of the 
strike by all of the dishwashers we got a raise to 55 
cents an hour.

I then switched over to the new guys in town – Un-
cle John’s Pancake House over on Seymour Highway 
– starting as a busboy for 75 cents, only a quarter 
below the minimum wage. Within a few months I 
was washing dishes again for minimum wage at a 
$1 per hour and later became a cook making $1.75 
an hour at almost double the minimum wage and 
was later offered full-time employment with health 
benefits [almost unheard of at the time] – a monthly 
salary that translated into over $3 per hour plus 
stock options with the company and overseas pay 
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if I would sign onto the opening crew for new Uncle 
John’s Pancake Houses in other countries.

It was a very lucrative offer for a 19-year-old kid.
But the thing is, I was attending college and mak-

ing more than the minimum wage at a part time job. 
And it was a good living for a single person. The 
point is the minimum wage offered by most states 
can’t come close to what I had when I was going to 
college and working part time. And most minimum 
wage jobs these days are dead-end jobs with no fu-
ture and very few offers of advancement or raises in 
wages.

Oklahoma’s minimum has been stagnant for at 
least a dozen years or even longer. Yet prices for 
goods and services most people need to live on have 
not. Our minimum wage makes it impossible for a 
family of four to live on. And today most families are 
seeing at least the adults – and often one or more of 
the children – working at jobs just to be able to have 
a place to live and food on the table.

Thousands of Oklahomans have to depend on aid 
from food pantries and food banks just to make 
sure they are able to feed their families. And em-
ployers like Wal Mart and others continue to make 
insane profits while they do not share that bounty 
with their employees. Many employees working for 
the minimum wage are barely more that indentured 
servants.

And yet, every time there is an effort to raise the 
minimum wage to a level that would help lift people 
out of poverty, the cry is it will cause prices to rise 
and small businesses to go under. That, too, is a 
false narrative pushed by companies and a lot of 
small businesses.

Raising the minimum wage helps business be-
cause when people on minimum wage jobs get a 
raise they immediately put it back into the economy 
by buying things they need and if the raise is high 
enough they spend it on whatever luxury items they 
have longed to own and which they now can afford 
to purchase one or more of.

A $12 minimum wage will not break small busi-
nesses unless the owners are living beyond their 
means. And raising the minimum wage to a livable 
wage helps the economy and makes it likely that 
fewer people will need social services that they 
needed before. Which makes them less a burden on 
the local, state and federal governments that other-
wise need to help them.

It is a totally false narrative cooked up by the filthy 
rich that raising the minimum wage to a living wage 
would hurt the economy and cause prices to sky-
rocket. If anything changes at all it would be that 
maybe, just maybe, income inequality would narrow!
Bob Bearden is chair of the Central Oklahoma La-
bor Federation Board of Trustees and a member of 
OKC’s Mayflower Congregational Church, UCC.

There’s a lot of disinformation available if you 
want to fool yourself into believing that everything is 
OK. Given my anxiety level these days, I’m tempted 
to turn off social media and the news and fantasize 
about the world I want, a world in which the presi-
dent and his administration care about humanity 
and believe in the Constitution.

Turning off is not an option, though. We can’t sur-
render. We can’t be quiet.

Apathy is our enemy. So is silence. If I may revise 
an old saying: action and truth will set us free.

When the president is the Liar-in-Chief, you must 
be especially vigilant. When he lies, make sure you 
have your own facts straight, and speak up. As my 
friend, Claudia, says, do it again and again.

Will everyone listen? No. Will someone listen? 
Maybe, and that’s why we have to keep setting the 
record straight.

Let’s start with a few facts about immigration:
• It was Jeff Sessions who initiated President 

Trump’s Family Separation Policy.
• It is legal to ask for asylum.
• When you ask for asylum, it is the duty of our 

government to have immigration judges in place to 
hear your case.

• Children who experience trauma in their lives are 
permanently affected. – Humane people don’t inflect 
such trauma.

• U.S. foreign policy, official and unofficial, legal 
and illegal, contributes to the mess that compels 
citizens in Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador to 
flee their homes.

• President Obama deported many undocumented 
visitors.

• President Obama signed the Dream Act because 
Congress refused to act.

• One more time, President Trump must take full 
responsibility for Family Separation as a policy to 
deter immigration.

• Family separation, as a deterrent, did not work.
It’s an act of patriotism to counter lies with truth. 

Speak up while we still can.
Oilton resident Sharon Martin’s latest book, Not A 
Prodigal, is available through Barnes and Noble. 
Her recent children’s book, Froggy Bottom Blues, 
can be purchased in hardcover or paperback from 
Doodle and Peck Publishing and in paperback from 
Amazon.

I Can’t
Hear You!
BY SHARON MARTIN
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POST MUELLER: WHAT’S nEXT?

Four More Years
‘Too Horrible To Contemplate’ 

BY KEN NEAL

Should the House Democrats indict President 
Trump when they know the U.S. Senate will 
not impeach him?

More than 100 House members are on re-
cord as wanting to proceed with impeachment.

They have a solid argument: The U.S. Constitution 
clearly calls for impeachment of a president so clear-
ly unfit for the office because of numerous crimes 
and misdeeds.

Special Counsel Robert Mueller laid out the case 
for impeachment, making it clear the president 
would have been charged if not for a questionable De-
partment of Justice policy saying a sitting president 
could not be charged.

A halting, sometimes fumbling Mueller neverthe-
less made it clear the proper course to be rid of Trump 
is impeachment.

Mueller was indeed the reluctant dragon. He had 
warned House leaders that his testimony would not 
go beyond his lengthy report, in which his lawyerly 
and sometimes dull, language catalogued perhaps 10 
instances of Trump obstruction of justice. Perhaps 
he knew he was not up to the assault by Republicans 
and the grilling from Democrats.

In fact, obstruction has been committed in pub-
lic by Trump himself, such as his admission that he 
fired FBI Director James Comey because he was in-
vestigating Russian interference in the 2016 election.
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And what did Mueller find? The Russians made 
widespread intrusions into the election to help Trump 
and hurt Democrat Hillary Clinton. He did not find 
that Trump conspired with the Russians, but that he 
readily accepted their help. In fact, Trump has boldly 
announced he would welcome their help in 2020.

So: The case for impeachment is very strong.
But. Few, if any, political observers believe the 

Trump-dominated U.S. Senate, where he is blindly 
defended at every misstep, will convict him because 
it takes two-thirds of the Senate to do that.

Those reluctant to impeach suggest that Trump 
would claim exoneration [as he does now at every 
turn] and reap benefits at the polls.

It is tempting for Democrats to impeach no matter 
the cost because the Constitution and justice de-
mand it, but the fact is that Trump must be defeated 
at the polls and defeated badly.

It looks as if the Democratic leadership is headed 
toward a middle ground. House Judiciary Committee 
chairman Jerry Adler has asked the courts to autho-
rize release of grand jury information that he says 
will in effect be an impeachment inquiry.

Facing certain defeat in the Senate, the Democrats 
should proceed with investigation upon investiga-
tion, perhaps passing a House censure of Trump that 

would not have any legal effect but perhaps help po-
litically.

While some House members argue persuasively to 
ignore more investigations and pass legislation on 
immigration, infrastructure, health and other impor-
tant matters, the fact is that nothing is going to pass 
the Trump Senate, where Majority Leader Mitch Mc-
Connell is blocking efforts to thwart Russian inter-
ference in 2020.

McConnell says elections should be left to the 
states, ignoring the fact that election of the president 
is very clearly a federal matter that should be regu-
lated by the federal government.

Perhaps the saddest and worst development in the 
whole Trump saga is the transformation of the Re-
publican Party into a Trump Cult.

There comes a time when reasonable people can 
only repeat the obvious.

Impeachment or not, Democrats should do that by 
any means at hand.

Trump has done incalculable damage at home and 
abroad that will take years to repair. Image what a 
triumphant Trump would do during a second term.

It is too horrible to contemplate.
Ken Neal is former editorial page editor of the Tulsa 
World. 

Democrats, Get Out Of Your Own Way
BY JOE CONASON

Robert Mueller’s testimony disappointed anyone 
seeking drama, but his performance isn’t the prob-
lem. What keeps congressional Democrats from ful-
filling their constitutional duty to confront a lawless 
president is their own political inertia.

In his own careful and stolid way, Mueller laid out 
the facts and arguments provided in his 448-page 
report [although he evidently hasn’t yet memorized 
each page, to the satisfaction of his detractors].

Within the opening minutes of the hearing, Muel-
ler’s answers to House Judiciary Committee Chair 
Jerrold Nadler established that his report did not 
“exculpate” President Trump in any way; that in at 
least 10 instances, Trump attempted to stop the 
investigation by ordering Mueller’s dismissal and 
discouraging witnesses from testifying; and that 
Trump refused to sit for an interview with Mueller or 
even answer questions about those many instances 
of alleged obstruction.

Those complaining that Mueller didn’t make any 
“news” might look again at this exchange between 
him and Nadler, when he verbally rebutted Trump for 
the first time in public:

NADLER: Director Mueller, the president has re-
peatedly claimed that your report found there was 
no obstruction and that it completely and totally 
exonerated him, but that is not what your report 

said, is it?
MUELLER: Correct. That is not what the report 

said.
NADLER: Now, reading from page 2 of Volume 2 of 

your report that’s on the screen, you wrote, quote, 
“If we had confidence after a thorough investiga-
tion of the facts that the president clearly did not 
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commit obstruction of justice, we would so state. 
Based on the facts and the applicable legal stan-
dards, however, we are unable to reach that judg-
ment,” close quote.

Now does that say there was no obstruction?
MUELLER: No.
NADLER: In fact, you were actually unable to 

conclude the president did not commit obstruction 
of justice, is that correct?

MUELLER: Well, we at the outset determined that 
we – when it came to the president’s culpability, we 
needed to – we needed – we needed to go forward 
only after taking into account the OLC opinion that 
indicated that a president – sitting president cannot 
be indicted.

NADLER: So the report did not conclude that he 
did not commit obstruction of justice, is that cor-
rect?

MUELLER: That is correct.
NADLER: And what about total exoneration? Did 

you actually totally exonerate the president?
MUELLER: No.
Under further questioning, Nadler said that the 

president “could be prosecuted for obstruction of 
justice crimes after he leaves office.” That state-
ment, Mueller affirmed, is “true.”

During his hours before the Judiciary and Intelli-
gence Committees, Mueller reiterated repeatedly the 
basic outline of the grave crimes against democracy 
that this president is alleged to have perpetrated.

Mueller confirmed that the Trump campaign wel-
comed and encouraged the Russians, who sought 

his victory, to interfere in the 2016 presidential cam-
paign. He confirmed that the president lied inces-
santly about that interference by claiming that the 
Kremlin conspiracy was “a hoax.” 

And he confirmed that when the government 
opened an investigation into that Russian interfer-
ence – perhaps the most significant criminal and 
counterintelligence matter of our lifetimes – Trump 
attempted to stop it, over and over again, by com-
mand and by threat.

In his sometimes-halting testimony, Mueller at-
tempted to protect his nonpartisan credentials and 
to emphasize the fairness and impartiality of his 
work. That was an understandable impulse but also 
a choice that Republicans exploited to attack him. 
Worse yet, those same Republican members mini-
mized the Russian assault on our system, in the 
style of Fox News conspiracy theorists who sound as 
if they are programmed by the Kremlin.

But the story of the 2016 campaign and the ef-
fort to kill the Mueller investigation came through 
despite all the verbal chaff from the far right. There 
can be no adequate response to that story except 
an impeachment inquiry – which is what the House 
Democrats are now conducting, without organizing 
or naming it correctly.

Speaker Pelosi may not relish that idea, but she 
knows that Trump cannot be permitted to get away 
with these high crimes and misdemeanors. She and 
her colleagues need to recognize what they are do-
ing – and get out of their own way.

© Creators.com

Defeat Then Indict
BY GARY EDMONDSON

Candidate Donald Trump colluded with Russian 
operatives during the campaign – even encouraging 
them to dig up dirt on his opponent after the week-
end collusion meeting at Trump Tower.

President Donald Trump has been in constant 
violation of the emoluments clause prohibiting 
officeholders from personally profiting from their 
positions.

The foaming-at-the-mouth bigotry, sexual preda-
tion, embarrassing ignorance and his love affairs 
with blood-stained dictators are not in play.

That said, it would profit no one except Trump for 
House Democrats to impeach him.

Mike Lillis of The Hill reported that Texas Rep. 
Al Green, whose impeachment motion was reently 
tabled, might try to reintroduce the measure and 
that Rep. Steve Cohen, D-TN, who introduced similar 
articles last year plans to do so again.

Cohen  “introduced five articles of impeachment in 
2017, which charged Trump with obstructing justice 
in firing former FBI Director James Comey; violating 

the foreign emoluments clause, which bars public 
officials from receiving gifts from foreign govern-
ments without Congress’s consent, and the domes-
tic emoluments clause, which bars the president 
from profiting from his office; and undermining two 
of the country’s central institutions – the courts and 
the press – in ways that threaten the health of the 
nation’s democracy.”

Lillis said that reaction to Trump’s racist hatred 
and lies directed at four duly-elected congresswom-
en “brought the tally of Democratic impeachment 
supporters to 87. And that list is likely to grow after 
[Robert] Mueller testifies before the House Judiciary 
and Intelligence committees.”

House Judiciary Committee Chairman Jerrold 
Nadler, D-NY, told Fox News Sunday that Mueller 
Report “presents very substantial evidence” that 
President Donald Trump “is guilty of high crimes 
and misdemeanors.”

Mueller’s report laid out the evidence. But our Jus-
tice Department employs the self-serving rule of not 
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indicting a sitting president. So, since Mueller was 
barred from filing an indictment, Trump proclaimed 
himself guilt free.

Similarly, two suits charging Trump with violating 
the emoluments clause were tossed by courts due 
to a “lack of standing” by those pursuing justice. 
There was no ruling on the merits of the cases.

But impeachable as he is, Trump has his partner 
in Russian collusion, Mitch McConnell, control-
ling the GOP majority in the Senate. A guilty verdict 
there would be as likely as Sen. James Inhofe recog-
nizing scientific facts.

Trump would be acquitted by a complicit Senate. 
He would claim innocence. He and his perpetually 
resentful privileged supporters would cry “persecu-

tion.”
An impeachment trial would become a massive 

diversion at a time when House Democrats should 
be promoting sensible solutions to the country’s 
problems.

The House has real work to do. Give Americans an 
alternative to corporate socialism, crony capitalism 
and vicious, divisive bigotry.Give Americans some 
hope for our future. Point out the president’s illegal-
ities and despicable behavior, but leave the former to 
federal prosecutors once we get him out of office.

But, above all, don’t give an orange-haired clown 
an impeachment circus.
Duncan resident Gary Edmondson is chair of the 
Stephens County Democratic Party.

Going Slow Turkey From Donald Trump
BY FROMA HARROP

This summer, I’m taking a tip from the Chantix 
turkey. You may have seen the ads for Chantix, a 
drug claiming to help people stop smoking gradu-
ally. The turkey character is seen trying to quit 
cigarettes in a calm, slow manner rather than going 
“cold turkey.” The mellow Galliforme calmly adjusts 
the A/C, reads a book poolside and relaxes at home 
in his retro argyle vest.

I’ve used these hot months to greatly slow Donald 
Trump’s assaults on my psyche. That doesn’t mean 
totally ignoring his destructive policies. It does 
mean ignoring his provocations.

It started around the Fourth of July. Trump turned 
this normally nonpartisan celebration into a tribute 
to himself. Did you hear a peep from me? You did 
not. While others railed, as Trump wanted them to, I 
attended to other matters.

Not only did I not watch the taxpayer-funded 
Trump commercial but I also skipped days of ad-
vanced wailing by his critics. I wish the protesters 
had found something else to do and kept the Trump-
baby balloon in the garage. They only added to his 
coverage.

An entirely enjoyable Fourth centered on my 
town’s fireworks. The high point of national pride 
that week was provided by the U.S. women’s soccer 
team.

My feathers were a bit ruffled by Trump’s racist 
attacks on the “squad,” four radical Democratic 
congresswomen of color, last week. The tweet was 
disgusting, of course. And few Republican officials 
condemned it. Right, and the sun rose in the east.

Trump knows the quartet’s defense had been 
somewhat compromised by its members’ tossing 
around careless accusations of racism against other 
Democrats – as well as a vulgar anti-Semitic refer-
ence by one, Ilhan Omar. Perhaps concerned that 

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi has begun to rein them 
in, he seemed intent on keeping them front and cen-
ter as the faces of the Democratic Party by whatever 
means.

It would not shock me to learn that Trump’s 
cruelty at the border was partly intended to goad 
some Democrats into advocating policies that would 
weaken immigration enforcement. Do they have any 
idea how unpopular these ideas are, even to many 
who they think they’re pandering to?

But Trump’s psychological warfare won’t prevail 
if the opposition’s obsession with him is replaced 
by an equal determination to vote him out in 2020. 
That’s hard when the media, commercial and social, 
have so much time on their hands and a tendency to 
focus on the inflammatory over the important.

I checked my news stations, CNN and MSNBC. 
From dawn till midnight, panels were discussing 
what Trump says, what he believes, whether he 
believes what he says, why he’s saying it and what 
he thinks he’ll get out of it. The conversations loop 
around the same tedious circles.

And along with that repetition comes the listing 
of Trump’s contradictions, lies and ugly conspiracy 
theories. Look at all the America bashing he’s  done! 
Remember his bizarre “American carnage” inaugural 
speech – given at a time of falling crime rates and a 
40-year low in border-crossing arrests? Who needs 
reminding?

Trump is hypocritical, shameless and an interna-
tional embarrassment? You don’t say. 

Helping keep me cool are polls showing Joe Biden 
comfortably ahead in most primary races. Biden is 
the candidate not threatening private health insur-
ance coverage for about 250 million Americans. 
And he doesn’t want to decriminalize illegal border 
crossings. Nevertheless, as president he would be 
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worlds more humane toward immigrants than the 
current White House occupant.

Biden is the one standing strongest between 
Trump and a second term.

The turkey has the right idea in turning down the 
noise and opening a paper book. Me? It’s time to fill 
the birdbath and fertilize the tomatoes.

©Creators.com

dence that the Trump Administration had colluded 
with Russia to win the election.

For weeks, the media had been hyping up Mueller’s 
testimony, raising anticipation that he might reveal 
new smoking gun evidence.

Many on the left had displayed great reverence for 
him, believing that he would help cleanse the country 
of President Donald J. Trump.

However, the actual testimony, like with the re-
port, was a great letdown. Mueller revealed no new 
information and was evasive, declining to answer 198 
questions, according to a count by NBC News.

Muller at times showed a lack of knowledge of what 
was in his report and revealed that he had not even 
been present to interview many of the witnesses.

Appearing to be feigning, or actually suffering early 
signs of senility, Mueller was alert enough, though, to 
make a few politicized points, such a condemnation 
of Wikileaks for allegedly illegally obtaining emails.

The central allegation of the Mueller Report that 
Russia interfered in the 2016 election on behalf 
Trump has never actually been proven, though most 
media outlets would lead us to believe that it has.

A study by the Veteran Intelligence Professionals 
for Sanity [VIPS] determined, based on the speed of 
communications, that the alleged hack of Democratic 
National Committee emails, which damaged the Hill-
ary Clinton campaign, were actually a leak that was 
sent through a thumb drive from the East Coast of 
the United States.

The VIPs report was never engaged with by Mueller 
and his team, which also failed to examine the DNC’s 
computer servers.

Despite spending at least $30 million in taxpayer 
dollars, Mueller’s team also never bothered to inter-
view Julian Assange, the Wikileaks founder who has 
denied that he received the stolen emails from Rus-
sia.

The supposed social media disinformation cam-
paign that helped sway American voters was carried 
out by a private company based in St. Petersburg, In-
ternet Research Agency [IRA], whose connection to 
the Russian government has never been established 
and probably never will.

Half of the IRA ads on Facebook were enacted after 
the 2016 election, and many were non-political while 
others actually supported Trump. One theory is that 
they were part of a bait-and-click commercial opera-
tion designed to advertise various products.

The Russiagate affair has been damaging to Ameri-
can public discourse, highly divisive and a waste of 
taxpayer money.

If the first Cold War was indeed a tragedy, the sec-
ond is playing out as a farce with no rational basis.
Tulsa resident Jeremy Kuzmarov is author of The 
First Cold War as Tragedy, the Second as Farce, with 
John Marciano [New York: Monthly Review Press, 
2018] and Obama’s Endless Wars: Fronting the For-
eign Policy of the Permanent Warfare State [Clarity 
Press, 2019].

Mueller Testimony
Points to New Cold
War As A Farce
BY JEREMY KUZMAROV

In The Eighteenth Brumière of Louis Napoleon 
[1852], the great philosopher Karl Marx famously 
stated that history repeated itself, first as trag-
edy, second as farce.

This prophecy is evident today with Russiagate and 
the New Cold War.

The first cold war was a genuine tragedy that re-
sulted in the deaths of millions of civilians in proxy 
wars and waste in human resources in the waging of 
a nuclear arms race between the United States and 
Soviet Union. There was at least some semblance 
of legitimacy in that the Soviet Union lived up to its 
moniker as an evil empire in some aspects, as with 
the Gulag system and political repression.

The second Cold War, however, has no moral pur-
pose at all, and was triggered by American leaders’ 
breaking a promise with Russia not to expand the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization [NATO] towards 
Russia’s borders.

The farcical aspect of the new Cold War was firm-
ly on display on Wednesday [July 24], when Special 
Counsel Robert Mueller testified before the House In-
telligence and Judiciary Committee.

In April, Mueller released a 448-page report pur-
porting to detail alleged Russian interference in the 
2016 election, though which failed to find any evi-
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Godism In American Life
BY RANDOLPH M. FEEZELL

Donald Trump’s tweets about “the Squad” – 
four members of Congress, women of color, 
and outspoken critics of the policies and 
character of the Divider-in-Chief – were 

widely denounced as racist. Respected news organi-
zations [for example, NPR] referred to them unapolo-
getically as “racist tweets.” The meaning of the ad-
jective was clear, its application appropriate, and the 
moral criticism was straightforward.

Racism is one among a variety of isms that pick 
out prejudicial attitudes and actions directed toward 
members of a group who share what are, in fact, mor-
ally irrelevant properties, in the sense that these 
properties should not be the basis for discriminating 
against individuals. Race. Sex. Jewishness. Sexual 
life style. Class. Abilities. Age. Bernie Sanders denied 
that his age is relevant when we evaluate his fitness 
for the presidency. He accused his critics of ageism.

None of these properties are relevant when we 
think of the grounds for moral worth and moral re-
spect, equal opportunity, and equal protection of the 
laws.  Each of these isms identifies patterns of at-

titudes that express the superiority of members of a 
group and the inferiority of individuals who lack the 
supposed [but not actual] morally relevant character-
istic.

In our politics and shared moral life these isms are 
powerful instruments used by members of groups 
who have faced and continue to experience various 
forms of prejudice and discrimination. These isms 
identify injustice and express a call for moral change. 
In the spirit of a desire for a more just social and po-
litical life, I would like to coin a new term that might 
help to call attention to a group that faces substan-
tial discrimination in American society, based on an-
other morally irrelevant characteristic: lack of belief 
in God.

A recent informative and powerful book, Godless 
Citizens in a Godly Republic:  Atheists in American 
Life, by R. Lawrence Moore and Isaac Kramnick, doc-
uments, in the story of our country, the sorry treat-
ment of religious skeptics and government imposi-
tion of belief in God in civic rituals. My proposal is to 
call this form of prejudice “Godism” and I hope that 
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it would be added to the list of isms that are used for 
moral and rhetorical purposes to attempt to improve 
our individual interactions and common social life.

Racism, sexism, anti-Semitism, classism, ableism, 
ageism, and heterosexism are insidious forms of 
prejudice that are prevalent yet live beneath the sur-
face of polite society since a person typically doesn’t 
explicitly endorse socially and morally unacceptable 
attitudes. On the other hand, Godism is more socially 
and politically acceptable, and endorsed by any num-
ber of institutions.  

[An internet search for “Godism” will locate a mi-
nor religious perspective originating in 1985 from a 
Nigerian journalist. My alternative definition is rea-
sonable – analogous to other forms of prejudice.]

Racists have prejudicial attitudes based on prefer-
ences for their own race.  Sexists direct discrimina-
tory attitudes toward members of the opposite sex.  
Analogously, a Godist discriminates on the basis of 
persons’ lack of belief in God. Godism directs an-
tagonistic attitudes toward persons whose worldview 
does not include an affirmative belief in a Supreme 
Being, however that notion is understood by persons 
with these prejudices.

The term “Godism” sounds peculiar, yet it is 
no more peculiar than the influential term 
“speciesism,” used by Australian philoso-
pher Peter Singer in the 1970s to fuel “An-

imal Liberation,” an attempt to show that eating, 
wearing, and experimenting on non-human animals 
expresses a morally illegitimate preference for one’s 
own species and a prejudice against other species.

In the case of those who discriminate on the ba-
sis of someone’s lack of belief in God an alternative 
might be to call it “religionism.” The evidence shows, 
however, that Godists define religion in terms of be-
lief in God and are less bothered [perhaps because of 
their ignorance] by religions that are nontheistic or 
agnostic about the existence of God – Buddhism, for 
example.

As a matter of terminology, how should we refer 
to a person who is the object of a Godist’s prejudi-
cial attitudes? Some terms that have been used are: 
atheist, agnostic, nontheist, nonbeliever, unbeliever, 
free-thinker, secularist, humanist. All of these types 
share a lack of affirmative belief in “God,” typically 
defined in a theistic sense: an infinite person, unsur-
passable with respect to knowledge, power, and good-
ness, creator and sustainer of the universe.

Unbelievers also reject the beliefs of particular the-
istic religions like Christianity, for example, belief in 
the divinity of Jesus, miracle stories in the Bible, and 
the doctrine of eternal damnation.

The rejection of belief in theism may take a vari-
ety of forms. Nontheists might make an affirmative 
claim that there’s good reason to believe that theism 
is false [atheism]; they may claim there’s not enough 
evidence to affirm or deny the existence of the theis-
tic god [agnosticism]; or they may believe there is an 
alternative nontheistic conception of the Divine that 

is more reasonable [for example, pantheism].
One of the ironies here is that agnosticism and 

atheism are equally worthy of Godists’ negative atti-
tudes, yet an agnostic’s claim that she doesn’t know 
or have good reason to believe that God exists is also 
affirmed by the theist whose belief is an expression 
of “faith.” One doesn’t need faith if one knows. Faith 
seems to be the affirmation of not-knowing, yet be-
lieving.

If a person knows something is the case she need 
not resort to claims made by faith. I don’t have faith 
that Donald Trump is president; I know it. It’s com-
mon to hear a believer talk about the importance of 
faith, which is an endorsement of lack of knowledge, 
while simultaneously speaking as if she knows the 
claims of faith are true, which is unwarranted. Faith 
and claims to knowledge make poor bedfellows; ag-
nosticism and faith are epistemic friends. 

Why should the Godist have prejudicial attitudes 
toward the agnostic, whose claim that we don’t know 
whether God exists is usually an expression of rea-
son?

Does Godism exist? Is it a problem? Have nonbeliev-
ers faced prejudice? Do they continue to be stigma-
tized in America? I recommend Godless Citizens in a 
Godly Republic, for the history and ongoing reality of 
Godism. According to the authors, “Atheists remain 
the most disliked religious minority in America.” A 
Pew Research Poll found that almost half of respon-
dents had unfavorable attitudes toward atheists, far 
worse than “Muslims, 32%; Mormons, 26%; Hindus, 
21%; Buddhists, 20%; Evangelical Christians, 17%; 
Jews, 11%; Catholics, 11%.”

A Gallup poll asked, “If your party nominated a 
generally well-qualified person for president who 
happened to be an atheist would you vote for that 
person?” Less than half of Americans said yes. The 
prejudice is more shocking when comparisons are 
made to other groups who have been [and continue to 
be] discriminated against: black, 94%; women, 93%; 
Catholic, 92%; Jewish, 89%; and Mormon, 76%.

Parents list atheists as first among groups they 
least want their children to marry. Another study 
asked people to identify “the group that does not at 
all agree with my vision of American Society.” The 
clear winner was atheists [40%], “followed by Mus-
lims, 26%; homosexuals, 22%; conservative Chris-
tians, 13%; recent immigrants, 12%; Jews, 7%; Afri-
can Americans, 5%.”

Moore and Kramnick document the ways 
that nonbelievers have been discriminated 
against. “A long list of overt officially sanc-
tioned historical discrimination against 

atheists and nonbelievers has resulted from their 
being so unliked and mistrusted.” Their nonbelief 
has negatively affected them in pursuing jobs, join-
ing organizations, running for political office, getting 
custody of their children, serving in the military, and 
living honestly. The list could be extended.

One columnist pointed out that among the diverse 
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list of Democratic candidates for president [African 
American, female, gay, Chinese American, Hispanic, 
Okie!] there was one group that was unrepresented, 
and being a member of which would virtually disqual-
ify the person from the possibility of being elected: 
atheist. Being a religious skeptic and announcing 
this fact about one’s belief system is political cancer.

Former Massachusetts U.S. Rep. Barney Frank, 
elected in 1980, came out as gay in 1987 and became 
the only member of Congress in a same-sex marriage. 
He retired in 2012. Yet he did not come out as a non-
theist [his preferred term] until after retirement. In a 
2014 interview he was asked why he didn’t reveal his 
nontheism until after he left office. He said, “It was 
never relevant.”

As much as I respect his political career, Frank’s 
explanation for why he didn’t come out as an unbe-
liever seems disingenuous. When he took the oath of 
office, en masse, he said, “I never swore and said, ‘So 
help me God.’” A safe path because no one noticed. 
It would have been relevant to know that one of the 
most influential, smartest, and funniest members of 
Congress was a nontheist – especially in light of the 
history of discrimination toward skeptics and the 
typical reasons for prejudicial attitudes toward athe-
ists, agnostics, unbelievers.

[To be fair to Frank, he also said that a public airing 
of his nontheism might have been misunderstood. It 
might have been taken as a disavowal of his Jewish 
ethnic identity, which he affirms – despite his skepti-
cism about specific theological claims of Judaism.]

There are three reasons for many peoples’ 
profound distrust of unbelievers. Each re-
quires a more extended discussion than 
space allows. [Perhaps another installment.] 

We probably don’t need the book by Moore and Kram-

nick to arrive at the first reason for these prejudices. 
The second and third reasons have more historical 
resonance so the scholars’ analysis of these is help-
ful. “We suggest that undergirding this dislike and 
distrust of nonbelievers are three foundational fea-
tures of American sociocultural belief.”

To put these beliefs in a pithy form: atheists are im-
moral, un-American, and egghead intellectuals. You 
can’t be good without belief in God; you can’t be a 
good American without being a theist; and you’re a 
snooty cultural elitist if you’re a nonbeliever.

A pithy response to each: the first two reasons for 
Godist prejudices are simply false and the third is 
an expression of an unreasonable prejudice toward 
those who are highly educated: scientists, philoso-
phers, and intellectuals [although many nonbelievers 
are none of these.]

Data indicate that the tide of history is working 
against Godism. A significant number of millenni-
als [35%] identify as unbelievers or are “nones” who 
identify with no religion. And there may be almost as 
many “nones” in America as evangelical protestants, 
and more “nones” than Catholics. [Of course, some 
“nones” may still believe in God, despite identifying 
with no religion.]

Demographic change may kill both Godism and 
Trumpism – we can only hope. But we may need to 
push more aggressively against our American tra-
dition of prejudice against nonbelievers. The death 
of Godism might be hastened by courageous politi-
cal candidates who declare their unbelief and make 
Godism a campaign issue – or nonissue, since it 
shouldn’t matter.
Randolph M. Feezell, PhD, grew up in northwestern 
Oklahoma and is professor emeritus of philosophy 
at Creighton University in Omaha, NE.
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Jim Hightower

Punishing Trade Pirates?
It’s Complicated

There’s a hierarchy of larceny in our world, from 
pickpockets to the Wall Street syndicates running 
sophisticated mass swindles. But atop the heap 
are “bandit nations” – countries whose industrial 
and political elites conspire in economic espionage 
aimed at stalking and stealing the ideas, technolo-
gies and innovations of other economies. Their 
global robbery, “intellectual property theft,” plun-
ders billions of dollars a year.

Recently, U.S. corporate leaders have been in a 
sputtering rage over these state-sanctioned crimi-
nal enterprises. “Pirates!” they shriek, accusing 
China, Russia, some European competitors and even 
developing nations of spying, hacking and otherwise 
filching U.S. patents and such.

Pirates? Well, what else to call a country that 
makes such robbery core to its economic develop-
ment strategy? [Warning: Inconvenient historical 
truth dead ahead.] You could call it the United States 
of America.

In the 1790s and early 1800s, America’s basically 
agrarian economy was dependent on cotton, tobacco 
and other raw farm commodities. For value-added 
finished goods, we were a captive market of England 
and other manufacturing nations. To survive, much 
less advance, our new nation desperately needed its 
own processing and manufacturing industries. But 
how, without the technology or skills? Our found-
ers’ answer: Steal them.

No less an eminence than Alexander Hamilton led 
America’s elite ring of state-run thieves. As Ameri-
ca’s first treasury secretary, Hamilton declared that 
the U.S. must “procure all such machines as are 
known in any part of Europe.” His Treasury De-
partment dispatched an agent abroad to “procure” 
machine drawings, and it initiated bounties to lure 
England’s textile designers and skilled operators to 
pass automation techniques to our government and 
industrialists-on-the-make.

Of course, the outraged Brits rushed to protect 
both their secrets and their iron grip on the U.S. 
market, assessing severe fines [up to 500 pounds 
per violation – $99,000 today] on anyone trying to 
take industrial designs out of country. Nonetheless, 

determined Americans kept stealing and soon built 
their own competitive textile industry.

Two centuries later, we are like old England, and 
China is the bad-boy disrupter of the global corpo-
rate order. Its leaders – like Hamilton – have little 
respect for other countries’ intellectual property 
laws. A big difference, though, is that China is not a 
backwater; it’s a global industrial power.

Still, industrial property protectionism is a tricky 
topic: No one has sympathy for Big Pharma when 
it uses brute political force to extend product mo-
nopolies that let drug companies charge outrageous 
prices. But if, say, America Corp. creates a new 
wing design, shouldn’t it be able to sell its made-
in-America plane to China without transferring its 
wing technology, too? While Chinese officials deny 
such theft, they [among other countries] are widely 
known to run a sustained, sophisticated operation 
to “extract” and duplicate our technology. They can 
then set prices below U.S. production costs – thus 
sucking global manufacturing and jobs to China.

But where is our moral authority to condemn and 
punish them? Donald Trump can fulminate all he 
wants and even launch an ill-considered, mad-dog 
tariff war, but China’s leaders see the “procurement” 
of American industrial secrets as – Helloooo, Donald 
– their China First policy!

Indeed, since 2015, China has been investing bil-
lions in an ambitious 10-year “Made in China 2025” 
crash program to dominate the global market in 15 
“industries of the future” [including alternative en-
ergy equipment, high-speed rail, robotics and elec-
tric cars]. Yes, this massive offensive includes send-
ing moles and other agents into the inner sanctums 
of such giants as Boeing and GM to purloin their lat-
est designs and materials. But the Chinese program 
has been abetted by some surprising partners: the 
very U.S. corporations complaining so loudly about 
Beijing’s thievery.

Drooling at short-term profits from access to 
China’s billion-person market, Western CEOs have 
been selling their corporations’ futures by handing 
over their patented jewels in exchange for import 
licenses and access to China’s low-wage non-union 
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workers. In addition, Chinese companies have ob-
tained keys to industrial secrets simply by investing 
in U.S. firms – $135 billion between 2005 and 2016 
in partnerships and joint ventures.

Follow the bouncing ball: [1] To punish the Chi-
nese for taking the technology that our CEOs hand 
to them, [2] Trump [backed by some congressional 
Dems] has imposed a mountain of tariffs on goods 
China exports to the U.S., which [3] will raise the 
prices for U.S. consumers and [4] has prompted 
Beijing to impose retaliatory tariffs on U.S. grain 
and other products, thus hurting our farmers, other 
producers and consumers.

© Creators.com

The Mad
Corruptions
Of Trump Inc.

Where’s Shakespeare when we need him? Only the 
Bard of Avon could do literary justice to the tortured 
madness of Donald Trump, who fluctuates between 
petulant self-pity and weird self-praise.

His brags are especially weird because they usu-
ally involve achievements he hasn’t made. It’s as 
though his saying something makes it true – even 
though everyone except his most naive devotees can 
clearly see that he’s either hallucinating or lying.

In June, for example, at a rally launching his re-
election campaign, he retrumpeted an old campaign 
promise to “drain the swamp,” assuring the ador-
ing crowd that “that’s exactly what we’re doing right 
now.” 

Trump gilded the lie with this beauty: “We stared 
down the unholy alliance of lobbyists and donors 
and special interests.”

In fact, he brought that entire unholy alliance 
directly into the White House, the cabinet and every 
agency to create a corrupt government of, by and for 
corporate plunderers. At least 230 corporate lobby-
ists have come inside the Trump Inc. administration.

He also opened a luxury hotel right in the center of 
the swamp, just four blocks from the White House, 
so he and his family can extract high-dollar hotel 
payments from special-interest lobbyists wanting 
favors from the Trump regime of swamp critters.

But wait ... didn’t The Donald make his political 
hires sign an ethics pledge agreeing not to lobby the 
agencies where they work until five years after they 
leave?

Yes, but remember, Trump is a master at the Art of 
the Loophole, and his “pledge” provides ample room 

for an invasion of weasels, including an exception 
allowing former officials to lobby on agency rule-
making.

Do they think we have sucker wrappers around 
our heads? Rule-making is what agencies do! So, 
this gaping loophole frees Trump officials to sell 
their insider influence to corporate interests want-
ing to rig the rules against you and me.

At Trump’s vainglorious campaign rally, he also 
declared that “nobody has done what we have done 
in 2½ years.” Sadly, that’s the truest thing he’s said.

News Alert! News Alert! This just in: Donald Trump 
has discovered homelessness in America.

News Update! News Update! Donald Trump says 
he has the solution to homelessness in America, 
points out that he’s already ended homelessness in 
Washington, DC.

Once again, we can thank Fox News for its in-
depth reporting, going deep into the furrows of 
Trump’s mind to dig out this startling presidential 
insight and achievement.

In a June interview by Fox TV sparklie Tucker 
Carlson, the president of the United States articulat-
ed his concern about so many Americans’ now living 
on the streets. 

Homelessness is “a phenomenon that started two 
years ago,” Trump explained to the clueless Carlson, 
calling the problem “sad.” Our billionaire president 
showed his usual grasp of history and social aware-
ness by adding, “We never had this in our lives 
before in this country.”

Oddly, the Fox Man let this go without questioning 
it. Maybe he was dazzled by Trump’s next observa-
tion, analyzing why people live in the street: “Per-
haps they like living that way,” posited our presiden-
tial son of privilege.

Whatever. The Donald proceeded to declare that 
it’s intolerable to have such homelessness in our 
rich country – not because so many poor people are 
suffering, but because businesspeople and shoppers 
face the indignity of having to walk past the home-
less to get to their offices, banks, cafes, etc.

As Tucker beamed credulously, Trump proceeded 
to offer his solution: simply outlaw those people 
from cluttering our sidewalks and streets. Then, The 
Donald royally declared that he “may intercede ... to 
get that whole thing cleaned up.”

Indeed, he claims he’s tidied up homelessness 
before: “I had a situation when I first became presi-
dent. We had certain areas of Washington, DC, where 
[homelessness] was starting to happen. I ended it 
very quickly. I said, ‘You can’t do that.’”

After all, Trump explained to the obtuse Fox inter-
viewer, “When you have leaders of the world coming 
to see the president ... they can’t be looking at that.”

It’s one thing to have a president who thinks “Out 
of sight; out of mind” should be an actual public 
policy. 

It’s another thing to have a president who’s clearly 
out of his mind. – Jim Hightower
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Institutional Violence And Abuse
BY ANN DAPICE

Following last month’s excellent Observer arti-
cle, “Epidemic,” about missing and murdered 
Native girls and women, the darkness of traf-
ficking continues to be in the news.

Child sex trafficking charges have been brought 
against wealthy businessman Jeffrey Epstein. He is 
accused of sexually exploiting and abusing dozens of 
girls between 2002 and 2005 in New York and Flor-
ida. Epstein pleaded guilty in 2008 to procuring a 
person under 18 for prostitution and felony solicita-
tion of prostitution in Florida and was sentenced to 
13 months incarceration. But most of that time was 
spent on work release or in the private wing of a jail. 
He is a registered as a sex offender in Florida. The Mi-
ami Herald has reported a deal was made that Epstein 
would only face a state charge. 

Power, sex and money are central in human traf-
ficking.

We learn more about the suffering of students at 
major universities where they and professional Olym-
pic figures have endured sexual abuse as their supe-
riors ignored their complaints. Ohio State University 
is the most recent example where the sexual abuse of 
177 students occurred over nearly 20 years.

At the K-12 level, we hear of teachers and even 

school bus drivers found to be guilty of sexual as-
sault despite supposed background checks.

We have heard of the molestation of young boys 
and girls by priests in the Ro-man Catholic Church 
for decades. Now the Southern Baptist churches and 
other congregations are in the news related to sexual 
violence and the same kind of coverup.

We continue to see political figures who proclaim 
strong religious standards caught in sexual acts 
that contradict their messages. New York magazine 
re-ported that a younger President Trump compared 
Epstein to himself. Flight records obtained by NBC 
News show that former President Clinton flew on one 
of Epstein’s private planes several times.

In what has been called the #MeToo Movement, 
sexual assaults by Harvey Weinstein, Bill Cosby, and 
other well-known persons like Charlie Rose and Al 
Franken have come to light as prominent women 
have come forward as victims of past violence. It has 
become a dominant theme as people remember, or 
can now acknowledge, what was done to them in the 
past.

While others have been forced out of office and jobs, 
the U.S. president is not yet being held accountable 
for even his own admissions of sexual misconduct.
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The news that isn’t the news is that women have 
been forced to sell their bod-ies and souls for jobs 
they needed for a very long time.

An increase in public misogyny sees reproductive 
rights of women removed as powerful politicians 
lessen the ability of women to have access to birth 
control or abortion – unless they have resources to 
obtain such services elsewhere. Women are even told 
by one elected official that if they can’t stop the rape 
to “lie back and enjoy it” and told by another that 
rape can be a “blessing.”

Public rhetoric reduces women in status as only 
“hosts” to house babies until birth.

As the knowledge of abuses has become known, it’s 
wondered how it is that the young Olympic athletes 
had no protection from the physician Larry Nassar. 
USA Gymnastics and Michigan State University em-
ployed him for decades. He is said to have molest-
ed at least a 150 young women. His former patients 
said that when they complained of his treatment they 
were ignored.

In the most recent university case made public, 
the 232-page report of first-hand accounts were from 
177 Ohio State students. It is likely that Dr. Richard 
Strauss abused others between 1979 and 1998 when 
he worked as a team doc-tor and a physician in the 
student health clinic. Investigators said that Ohio 
State administrators failed to take action despite re-
peated complaints about Strauss’ misconduct. The 
U.S. Department of Education’s office of civil rights is 
conducting an inquiry. The university is already fac-
ing multiple lawsuits.

As the result of the report, Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine 
called on lawmakers to extend the statute of limita-
tions on sex crimes.

“We should all be disgusted. Every Ohioan should 
be disgusted and should be angered about what’s 
happened,” DeWine said. “Not only by the vile acts 
perpe-trated by Richard Strauss, but also they should 
be angered that complaints and reports about this 
sexual abuse were not reported to higher authorities 
by the [OSU] athletic department or Ohio State Uni-
versity health center until 1996 – more than 15 years 
after the first reports were in fact received.” Strauss 
died by suicide in 2005.

In the latest sexual assault lawsuit against Michi-
gan State University it took three years for an alleged 
victim to go public. The victim says that she was 
raped by three basketball players. She went to coun-
seling and is said to have been told that counselors 
had seen a lot of cases with “guys with big names” 
and the best thing to do was to get better and ignore 
it.

In 2011 an earlier college football scandal hit as na-
tionally regarded football coach hero Joe Paterno’s 
assistant coach for the Penn State Nittany Lions 
team was accused of 52 counts of child molestation 
from incidents between1994 and 2009. [I should dis-
close that I taught at a Penn State campus in subur-
ban Philadelphia between 1984 and 1990. While I was 

no longer at the university at the time of the alleged 
events, I had good colleagues who remained and had 
to deal with the fall out.] 

There was and still is much discussion regarding 
Coach Paterno’s knowledge of the events. After his 
distinguished time at Penn State he retired and died 
short-ly afterwards. Nevertheless, the question of 
who knew, and who covered up what was known, is 
central to this writing.

In the later 1980s I had a female student who told 
the class about the painful events of her molestation 
by a Roman Catholic priest. Although most of the 
young people molested by priests were young boys, 
young girls were molested as well. As was common 
practice, the molestation was denied and the priest 
was moved to another diocese. Her father, a success-
ful surgeon, became so up-set that he had a heart at-
tack and died. So already in the ‘80s people were not 
surprised to learn of priest molestation. It was com-
mon knowledge. Yet the coverups have continued to 
the present.

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary President 
Al Mohler [2018] writes in Christianity Today that 
the avalanche of sexual misconduct that has come to 
light is “almost too much to bear.” He says that this 
was seen to be a Roman Catholic problem with the 
requirement of priestly celibacy and the “organized 
conspiracy of silence” within the hierarchy. He dis-
cusses the Southern Baptist problem as an unorga-
nized conspiracy of silence.

Sadly, he notes, the unorganized nature of our prob-
lem may make recovery and correction even more dif-
ficult and the silence even more dangerous.

Most of the actions of predators discussed above 
would be diagnosed as com-pulsive sexual behaviors, 
whether the assaults are against the young or adults. 
The treatment for such conditions is uncertain.

It is important to say however, that in violence there 
are two pathologies: that of the perpetrators from a 
variety of causes, and the denial, rationalization, and 
pretense of all the others that the violence isn’t hap-
pening.

In reality, it is not the perpetrators who are the 
greatest causes of violence, but those who turn a 
blind eye to violence in its many forms.

When society’s institutions – families, schools, re-
ligious organizations, univer-sities, hospitals, nurs-
ing homes, courts, and law enforcement – obligated 
to stop the violence and respond to its victims do not 
act, there is systematic fail-ure and abuse.
Ann Dapice received a PhD in psychology, sociology 
and philosophy from the University of Pennsylvania. 
She is Director of Education and Research for T.K. 
Wolf, Inc., a 501(c)(3) American Indian organization 
and Founder/Executive Director, Institute of Values 
Inquiry. She consults with the University of Pennsyl-
vania on development of Native American Programs 
where she is Founder of the Association of Native 
Alumni and has served on a number of University 
Committees.
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The Case For A New Third Party
BY JEREMY KUZMAROV

In the late 1850s, the United States experienced 
a political realignment when the Whig Party 
disbanded and many of its members, including 
Abraham Lincoln, joined the nascent Republican 

Party because of the betrayal of the Whig leadership 
over the issue of slavery and its extension.

American politics may be poised for a similar re-
alignment today as popular disaffection with the 
two major parties and their domination by corporate 
money and interests increases. Polls show that 57% 
of Americans want a major new party, including 71% 
of millennials.

The reasons for these figures are not hard to dis-
cern: from climate change to rising cost of education, 
a lack of a universal health care system to a policy of 
endless war, the Washington ruling elite has failed its 
citizenry.

A Princeton and Northwestern University study 
found that there is no correlation between public 
preferences, expressed in opinion polls, and the de-

cisions made in Congress let alone by the executive 
branch. The study concluded that the “preferences of 
the average American appear to have only a minus-
cule, near-zero, statistically non-significant impact 
upon public policy.”

The Movement for a People’s Party [MPP] was found-
ed in 2017 and has begun to attract a considerable 
following in an attempt to reverse the trend towards 
oligarchy.

Party founder Nick Brana, who in 2016 served as 
national outreach director for Bernie Sanders, stated 
in an interview that “we are now at a historic moment 
just like in 1852 when the Whig elites went against 
their base when they adopted a pro-slavery position 
that led to the formation of the Republican Party. 
Similarly today, the Democratic Party has abandoned 
its working class base, creating a fissure between the 
party and the people, that necessitates the founda-
tion of a new party.”

Brana points to the rapid formation of new political 
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parties in Mexico and Europe in the midst of wide-
scale disaffection with neoliberal policies as a model 
for the United States.

He sees the Green Party as equivalent to the Free-
Soilers and other 19th century parties that set the 
groundwork for more successful parties like the So-
cialists and Populists at the turn of the 20th century.

These latter parties amassed large followings not 
only in urban centers like New York but also in the 
Southwest among farmers by promoting the regula-
tion or break up of Wall Street banks that had plunged 
them into debt by selling them usurious loans.

According to Brana, the Green Party today is too 
wedded to an electoral strategy and runs candidates 
who do not have a strong local connection to the 
communities in which they are running.

The MPP’s strategy is different in that it is focused 
on grassroots organizing. 

Its members have rallied for climate justice with 
Zero Hour, demonstrated for peace at the women’s 
march on the Pentagon, boycotted Driscoll’s batter-
ies on behalf of exploited farmworkers, picketed with 
striking teachers and hotel employees, promoted 
the public banking movement, participated in civil 
disobedience with the poor people’s campaign, and 
helped institute ranked choice voting in Maine.

MPP political director Carol Ehrle, a former journal-
ist and media relations specialist, stated that the MPP 
was focused on establishing coalitions with progres-
sive and non-profit organizations and labor unions 
like the AFL-CIO whose executive council endorsed 
MPP.

In 2017, the AFL-CIO passed a resolution stating 
that “whether candidates are elected from the Repub-
lican or Democratic Party, the interests of Wall Street 
[over working people and labor] have been protected” 
and that “the time has passed when we can passively 
settle for the lesser of two evils politics.”

In his 2016 book Bernie and the Sandernistas, Jef-
frey St. Clair, editor of Counterpunch website, criti-
cized Bernie Sanders, the left-wing Democratic Party 
stalwart, for being a fake revolutionary who failed to 
speak out enough against U.S. foreign policy and di-
rected his followers into the counter-revolutionary 
fold of the Democratic Party. 

According to St. Clair, during the 2016 presidential 
campaign Sanders should have done precisely with 
the MPP is now doing – mobilize his followers to sup-
port civil disobedience and direct-action protests 
and link up with those directly challenging corporate 
power. 

The MPP on its website is calling for a new economic 
bill of rights that would guarantee employment, food, 
clothing, leisure, a living wage, housing, healthcare, 
social security, education and freedom from monopo-
lies and unfair competition to every American.  

Based on the model of FDR’s New Deal, it wants to 
set up a massive public works program that will help 
generate full employment and revitalize America’s in-
frastructure.

Other planks call for free Medicare-For-All, free pub-
lic college and quality education, the abolishment of 
free-trade agreements that benefit large corporations, 
a fair tax code that increases inheritance taxes and 
tax on the wealthy, banning offshore oil drilling and 
fracking, improvement of public transportation, sus-
tainable agriculture and strong legislation that sup-
ports labor unions and workplace democracy, includ-
ing through encouragement of workers cooperatives.

A skeptic would suggest that these latter measures 
are unfeasible in the American system and that some 
of the measures are being advanced by the Democrat-
ic Party.

Public opinion polls show, however, that most of 
these measures are widely supported by the elector-
ate, while the Democratic Party leadership remains 
wedded to large corporations.

The frontrunner in the 2020 party primary, Joe 
Biden, stated that the “rich and powerful” are not a 
problem and has a long record of supporting corpo-
rate friendly legislation. Many of the other contend-
ers also have dubious backgrounds, including Kama-
la Harris who upheld the death penalty in the state 
of California as a district attorney and covered up for 
prosecutorial misconduct.

If a third party should emerge anywhere, Oklahoma 
is a prime target. Over a decade of austerity policies 
have decimated public and higher education in the 
state and cut basic services to Third World levels. A 
Guardian article in 2017 described a dire situation 
where a teacher was seen panhandling to buy sup-
plies for her classroom, county jails were dangerous-
ly overcrowded and riddled with abuse, and families 
had to wait 10 years just to get on a wait list to obtain 
state support for caring for a disabled child – all while 
nearly one in four children struggled with hunger.

The state Legislature in the face of this crisis re-
mained fixated on sustaining low tax rates for the oil 
corporations that fund its representatives. Fracking 
pioneer Harold Hamm, the 43rd wealthiest man on 
the planet, is a prime donor of the state’s Republican 
Party, while the Democrats receive substantial fund-
ing from oil industry billionaire George Kaiser, a self-
professed “red state robber baron” who helped turn 
the state into his own private tax haven.

Historian Richard Hofstadter compares third par-
ties in American history to bees who sting and then 
die. Their sting is nevertheless sharply felt, even if for 
a fleeting moment, along with their buzz.

The MPP is a promising new organization that 
could yield a major impact. The time is indeed ripe 
for a new third party to blossom and there is no time 
to lose. 
Tulsan Jeremy Kuzmarov is author of four books on 
U.S. foreign policy including most recently Obama’s 
Unending Wars: Fronting the Foreign Policy of the 
Permanent Warfare State [Atlanta: Clarity Press, 
2019] and The Russians are Coming, Again: The First 
Cold War as Tragedy, the Second as Farce, with John 
Marciano [New York: Monthly Review Press, 2018].
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Only Civic Driven Voter Turnout
Can Defeat Tweeter Trump

BY RALPH NADER

Does the Democratic Party know how to defeat the 
foul-mouthed, bigoted, self-enriching crony capital-
ist Donald Trump? Trump pretends to be a populist. 
In reality he does the bidding of Wall Street instead 
of Main Street and weakens or repeals governmental 
health and safety programs.

Defeating corrupt, disgraceful, disastrous Donald 
should be easy. He is, on many documented fronts, 
the worst and most indictable president in U.S. his-
tory. Moreover, Trump is personally obscene and is a 
walking tortfeasor against women.

He is a politician who doesn’t read and doesn’t 
think. He doesn’t know anything about government 
and doesn’t care about the rule of law. All he seems 
to know how to do is stoke the war machine with 
taxpayer dollars and shut down law enforcement 
agencies designed to protect the health, safety, and 
economic wellbeing of citizens from today’s Big 
Business robber barons.

Dumb as he is on the matters of public policies, 
Trump is a cunning schemer and a master of deflec-
tion. For Trump, every day is a reality show, in which 
he must dominate the news cycle with his destruc-
tive, personal politics of distraction.

The mass media, looking for ratings and readers, 
can’t get off its Trump high. He even taunts them 
with this conceit.

In our autocratic two-party duopoly, the country 
is left with the anemic, corporatized Democratic 
Party establishment to save the country. Every day 
the Democratic National Committee [DNC] feverishly 
calls big donors. Most candidates are addicted to the 
narcotic of campaign money and think their pathetic 
political consultants will solve their electoral prob-
lems.

Then there are the 20 or so Democratic presiden-
tial candidates exhausting themselves by trying to 
stand out from one another while fitting into the 
straightjacket of the DNC’s rules and debate format. 
Some are advancing major changes and reforms, 
such as Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders. The 
DNC apparatchiks, however, would rather have Joe 
Biden. Even so, some party bosses worry that his 
age, gaffes, and past record could make him a Hill-
ary redux, should his current makeover not stick.

None of the presidential candidates are taking on 
Trump directly. A few glancing ripostes, sure, but 
most Democratic candidates think attacking Trump 
is a distraction from their proposals for America. 
They don’t seem to be listening to viewpoints such 

as those stated by Ana Maria Archila, of the Center 
for Popular Democracy: “Don’t just condemn the 
racism and the language but use it as an opportu-
nity to argue for a vision of the country in which we 
can all be included.” In reality, the Democratic can-
didates all fear taking Trump on daily in this way, 
because of his intimidating personal smear tactics 
supinely reported by the mass media, which rarely 
allows rebuttals to Trump’s trash talking.

Now comes the possible crucial third factor in 
the race. Well-funded, vigorous voter turnout drives 
in 10 states that are driven exclusively by the civic 
community. Freed of the shackles of the serial loser 
DNC, this independent civic drive can easily turn the 
tide in these key electoral swing states.

Based on past elections, there will be 120 million 
non-voters in 2020. Bringing out 10 million non-
voters in states like Florida, Pennsylvania, Ohio, 
Michigan, Wisconsin, Missouri, Arizona, Colorado, 
and Montana could swamp Trump, who is stuck with 
greasing his minority base of frenzied supporters. 
Getting out the voters who stayed home four years 
ago is also a priority.

An independent civic initiative, funded by small 
and large donations, can also jettison the Republi-
can control of the Senate and end the Republican 
stacking of the federal judiciary with corporate 
right-wing ideologues. The DNC can help ensure a 
Democratic Senate by convincing some tractionless 
presidential candidates to return to their states and 
run for the Senate. Gov. Steve Bullock of Montana 
will be more valuable in the Senate than clinging to 
the debate stage.

Then there is the prospect of Trump defeating him-
self. He never recognizes any boundaries and is con-
vinced that he can get away with anything because 
he always has. He is a repulsive loud-mouth and has 
been a serial fugitive from justice since his years as 
a shady businessman.

Trump knows that the Democrats don’t want to get 
down in the mud with him. So he makes the mud 
their quicksand, with the media dittoheads replay-
ing his reality TV show monologues. If there are any 
Democratic Party activists who know how to goad 
Trump regularly, they had better step forward.

The sum of Trump’s electoral strategy is lying by 
the hour, creating false scenarios, false achieve-
ments, and phony promises conveyed by relentless 
intimidation. His Achilles heel is being goaded by 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 42
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Books

How To Lose The Rule Of Law
PLAUSIBLE LEGALITY
Legal Culture And Political
Imperative In The Global War On Terror
By Rebecca Sanders
Oxford University Press
248 pages, $45

BY MARY ELLEN O’CONNELL

It’s been almost 20 years since 9/11 and the dec-
laration of a “war on terror.” That “war” didn’t rid 
the world of terrorism, but it did fundamentally 
alter perceptions of lawful and moral conduct in 

foreign affairs. The use of torture, indefinite deten-
tion, government surveillance, assassination and 
other crimes in the name of American security led 
to widespread political and scholarly condemnation 
– but no longer.

Rebecca Sanders investigates why Americans so 
swiftly abandoned bedrock legal norms in her in-
sightful book Plausible Legality: Legal Culture and 
Political Imperative in the Global War on Terror.

The United States is uniquely dependent on the 
rule of law. It was founded as a nation under law, not 
the rule of a monarch or a political institution. The 
founders hypothesized that law could bind a dispa-
rate people together, one lacking a common history, 
ethnicity and religion. In the United States the rule 
of law is not a luxury; it is the very definition of who 
we are.

Sanders, a political scientist at the University of 
Cincinnati, orients her book around this exact point - 
the existential importance of law to the United States. 
She finds that by 9/11 the country had developed a 
culture antithetical to law, one in which “legal ratio-
nalization” has come to dominate.

We now value the rhetoric justifying noncompliance 
as much as, and sometimes more than, compliance.

The book is a wake-up call to this marked deteriora-
tion of the country’s founding concept. The erosion 
in respect for law that it describes becomes rapid with 
the end of the Cold War. Some lawyers do continue to 
demand law compliance – consider the lawyers de-
fending prisoners at Guantanamo – but Sanders fears 
the erosion has gone too far to be corrected. Beyond 
the acute post-9/11 crimes, she studies the steady 
weakening of the American commitment to the rule 

of law in general.
Norms “could eventually be undone … through a 

quiet and unexceptional process of plausibly legal re-
interpretation” [168]. This is the point of her book. It 
is a political, sociological and historical analysis, not 
a legal one.

To unravel how the United States reached this 
point, Sanders constructs three heuristics based on 
evidence of certain attitudes toward law in various pe-
riods of the nation’s history. All three attitudes are 
present throughout, but she finds one or the other 
tended to dominate at certain times.

From the founding period to the start of the Cold 
War, Americans in power engaged in a “culture of ex-
ceptionalism.” During the Cold War, the government 
adhered to a “culture of secrecy,” but when secrecy 
could no longer be maintained, a culture of “legal ra-
tionalization” or “plausible legality” took over.

Sanders’s heuristics are more useful and accessible 
than typical political science models for analyzing 
historical and social attitudes toward the law. Politi-
cal science models tend toward overgeneralizations, 
as in the prisoner’s dilemma model, or too much de-
tail respecting particular incidents, as with so many 
models of the Cuban missile crisis.

Sanders avoids these problems by focusing on ac-
tual events and providing enough historical facts to 
support her case for a dominant attitude toward law 
by U.S. foreign policy makers in three periods. She is 
able to link the identification of these dominant at-
titudes to the reasons for foreign policy decisions in 
defiance of law. These heuristics work to open aware-
ness of how government officials sworn to uphold the 
law could so patently violate it.

Exceptionalism characterizes all periods of Ameri-
can life and helps to explain the attitude that the 
United States is a superior nation entitled to ignore 
the rules that bind lesser states. It is an attitude as 
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evident in the first years of the 
Republic as it was at the end of 
the Cold War when the country 
emerged as the sole superpower.

It is not, however, the attitude 
most destructive to the rule of 
law. Nor is the attitude of secrecy, 
which is also part of every era. 
Keeping law violations secret is a 
form of admission of wrongdoing. 
“Plausible deniability” was cooked 
up especially for the Cold War. It 
fit the culture of secrecy that grew 
out of a recognition that torture, 
invasion and assassination would 
not be tolerated in the human 
rights era that emerged following 
the Axis Power’s atrocities in the 
Second World War. American pres-
idents, therefore, adopted illegal 
practices but in such a way that al-
lowed plausible deniability.

When the Cold War ended, how-
ever, so did the perceived need to 
keep law violations secret. The 
Clinton Administration dramati-
cally disregarded the UN Charter 
prohibition on the use of force 
with a 78-day bombing campaign 
during the Kosovo crisis. It could 
not be kept secret and was the first 
major U.S. use of military force 
since 1945 in which no reference 
was made to the UN Charter to jus-
tify the start of the attack.

Secretary of State Madeleine Al-
bright is said to have told her Brit-
ish counterpart to get new lawyers 
if his were making a fuss about vi-
olating international law in attack-
ing Serbia.

Clinton also ordered the bomb-
ing of Afghanistan, Iraq and Sudan 
on, at best, flimsy justifications. 
Bombing and missile attacks are 
hard to hide and that came to in-
clude the first use of a drone to 
carry out an extrajudicial execu-
tion by Hellfire in 2000.

By 9/11, classified policies and 
practices were impossible to keep 
under wraps. Civil and human 
rights advocacy groups demanded 
government transparency, and U.S. 
officials understood they needed 
legal cover to avoid the scrutiny of 
courts and nongovernmental or-
ganizations [NGOs] for very public 
law violations. And they succeed-
ed because both government and 

academic legal scholars moved 
U.S. policy from plausible deni-
ability to “plausible legality.” Sud-
denly Congress and the courts em-
braced this ideological shift with 
open arms, caught up in the new 
culture.

The transition was aided by Bush 

Administration officials expecting 
scrutiny from liberal human rights 
lawyers. Administration lawyers 
moved to provide legal cover with 
little apparent concern for the nor-
mative principles embedded in the 
substance of rules. Killing outside 
armed conflict hostilities, holding 
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mockery and accusations symmetrical to what he is 
dishing out. That’s the way overreaching bullies are 
brought down.

His vanities are the roadmap. He is sensitive to 
charges of having a “low-IQ,” of his presidency be-
ing characterized as a “disaster,” of being anything 
other than “a stable genius,” of being nicknamed, 
of having a snarling visage with unattractive bulging 
body parts, of being a racist, a tool of Wall Street, 
wasteful of taxpayers’ money, and of not creating 
infrastructures, jobs he promised.

The Trump presidency has brought us the first 
ever reduction of life expectancy in the U.S., the 
stagnation of wages, and an avalanche of cancerous 
particulates into the water and air of our country. 
Including his coal country base!

He gives his crowds verbal “red meat,” while giving 
Washington away to the big bankers and the “greed 
hounds” of big business. He is a flatterer and flum-
moxer of people who let their emotions displace 
what is best for the communities where they live, 
work, and raise their children. People are being 
battered by record-breaking intense heat, storms, 
floods, tornados, droughts, and Trump tells them 
the climate crisis is a hoax. All while his programs 
worsen the situation.

It is time to persuade a large majority of voters 
that Trump is the Fake President destroying the best 
in America and bringing out the worst. But he has 
to be directly confronted on all fronts. No more free 
rides for the Tweeter

Nader.org

Turnout

800 men and boys captive at Guantanamo, and tor-
turing detainees were all asserted to be lawful. The 
administration’s lawyers wrote memos, briefs and 
law review articles. They correctly predicted that the 
courts, Congress and the public would find their ar-
guments plausible. Within months of 9/11, the United 
States had replaced plausible deniability with plau-
sible legality.

The approach did not end after Bush’s presidency. 
Barack Obama signed an executive order ending tor-
ture, but he failed to fulfill other U.S. obligations un-
der the Convention Against Torture and the Geneva 
Conventions regarding the prosecution of perpetra-
tors of torture, including lawyers who gave erroneous 
legal advice.

Beyond ending torture, Obama did little. He refused 
to take on the political cost of ordering Gitmo closed 
under his commander-in-chief authority, and he dra-
matically increased assassinations by drone. He per-
sonally authorized the extrajudicial killing of a U.S. 
citizen. To obscure it all, Obama’s lawyers took up 
the practice of plausible legality in their own memos, 
articles, briefs, speeches, tweets and blog posts.

Sanders’s critical point is that the plausible legal-
ity culture of our times not only led to extraordinary 
suffering, but it also is uniquely undermining respect 
for law. The culture of legal rationalization is more 
destructive than the cultures of exceptionalism and 
secrecy. If the courts accept absurd definitions of tor-
ture, fair trial, imminent attack and zone of armed 
conflict, why should anyone take any law seriously? 
Her concern is supported by even more evidence a 
year after the book went to press.

Donald Trump’s lawyers pay little or no attention 
to the law prohibiting the use of force, extrajudicial 
killing or indefinite detention. Treaty obligations and 
Security Council mandates are often deemed incon-
venient and given little, if any, consideration.

Disrespect for international law has migrated to 

disrespect for U.S. law. Colleagues focus now on the 
risk of losing our democracy [see Aziz Z. Huq and 
Tom Ginsburg, How to Save a Constitutional Democ-
racy, University of Chicago Press, 2018], but failure 
to comply with bedrock norms of international law 
is the first step toward contempt for law in general, 
including the Constitution.

Reversing the crisis will require a comprehensive 
approach, and Sanders is justifiably pessimistic over 
the prospects for success. Getting the United States 
to end serious international law violations is an al-
most overwhelming challenge.

Much basic knowledge of international law has been 
lost in the years of plausible deniability and plau-
sible legality. Positivist and materialist legal theory 
and realist political theory have combined to leave us 
with no answer to the question, Why obey law that 
conveys no short-term benefit or detriment? Under-
standing law compliance for the good of the other has 
been lost. [I go into detail on the impact of realism on 
legal culture in a chapter in Karen Greenberg’s forth-
coming edited collection, Reimagining the National 
Security State: Liberalism on the Brink, Cambridge 
University Press, 2019.]

Sanders touches on realism, exposing the theory’s 
antipathy for law. But, in my view, as a political sci-
entist she could have gone much further in explor-
ing realism’s impact. Realism is based on Thomas 
Hobbes’s dark view of human nature. It concludes 
that only material power matters in international re-
lations.

Law is an ideational construct dependent on good 
faith and belief in the common good. It requires a 
Grotian understanding of peoples’ basic goodness 
and capacity for altruism.

Sanders considers that liberalism and neoconser-
vatism are the alternatives to realism. They are not. 
Both “isms” are heavily influenced by realism. The 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 47
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to promise it will produce a better, Oklahoma-cen-
tric plan. The pledge rings hollow – akin to Donald 
Trump’s vow to come up with a big, beautiful replace-
ment for ObamaCare.

The working group is to begin meeting this month. 
It should not take long to determine its priorities: Ex-
panding health coverage to as many working poor as 
possible or protecting a system that lines the pock-
ets of big insurance, big pharma and big healthcare 
providers?

In the meantime, we urge all who care about the 
health of the least among us and about the future of 
rural hospitals and nursing homes to take action.

First, sign the SQ 802 petition – 178,000 valid sig-
natures are needed by 5 p.m. Oct. 28 to force a state-
wide vote on Medicaid expansion.

Second, remind working group members, via phone 
call or letter, that Medicaid expansion is a no-brainer. 
The next 16 months will determine whether Oklaho-
ma is destined for a healthier, more prosperous era – 
no matter where you live or how much you make – or 
to remain a bottom-feeder on virtually every health 
index.

Living Wage
First-year U.S. Rep. Kendra Horn’s vote against H.R. 

582 – aimed at raising the federal minimum wage to 
$15 an hour – ignited fierce debate among 5th Dis-
trict Democrats.

Some railed against what they regard as Horn’s 
“blue dog” conservatism – in effect, Republican lite. 
Others seemed to accept her explanation she’s not 
opposed to a minimum wage hike – just to H.R. 582’s 
“one-size-fits-all” approach.

Ultimately, Horn’s vote is not likely to be anything 
more than symbolic. Though the Democratic-con-
trolled House approved it, the GOP-dominated Sen-
ate won’t even consider it for fearing of alienating its 
corporate masters.

Still, symbolism is important in politics. Democrats 
must stand unwaveringly with the nation’s working 
class – providing voters a stark contrast with Repub-
licans whose fealty is to the 1%.

Horn is correct that a reasonable minimum wage is 
different in Shawnee than in San Francisco. Yet we 
would argue $15 an hour is actually closer to a living 
wage in central Oklahoma than in the Bay Area.

It is worth noting, however, the Congressional Bud-
get Office offered a mixed assessment of the proposed 
hike from $7.25 to $15 an hour, saying it could cost 
an estimated 1.3 million jobs while increasing wages 
for 17 million workers.

While we, too, were disappointed in Horn’s vote, we 
balance it against support she has given to myriad is-

sues of importance to progressives. For example, she 
was the only member of Oklahoma’s DC delegation to 
favor a resolution condemning President Trump’s rac-
ist tweets aimed at four Democratic congresswomen.

It’s also important to contrast Horn’s record against 
what could be expected from her already announced 
2020 Republican challengers, longtime GOP opera-
tive Terry Neese and state Sen. Stephanie Bice. They 
undoubtedly would be rubber stamps in the Tom 
Cole-Frank Lucas-Markwayne Mullin mold.

Horn’s victory in central Oklahoma’s 5th District 
represented a giant leap forward for a beleaguered 
state Democratic Party and for long-suffering left-of-
center voters. Her one minimum wage vote is not suf-
ficient reason for progressives to sit idly while right-
wingers take direct aim at unseating Horn.
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Observerscope

Can you spell i-r-o-n-y? A potential Bible shortage 
could be a consequence of Chinese tariffs proposed 
by evangelicals’ beloved president, Donald Trump. 
How so? Millions of Bibles are printed in China.

Hmmm … Speaker McCall OKs GOP lawmakers’ in-
terim studies into virtual learning and state funding 
formulas for virtual charters but rejects Democratic 
proposals to probe virtual charter attendance and 
performance. Simply favoring the home team or pro-
tecting big donors promoting vouchers?

Oklahomans shine brightly in national Young Dem-
ocrats hierarchy: Joshua Harris-Till is new president, 
Sache Primeaux-Shaw is National Native Caucus 
chairwoman and Tasneem Ahmad Al-Michael is Na-
tional College Caucus chair.

Tulsa Democrat Melissa Provenzano’s request to 
study virtual charter attendance was rejected, but 
Speaker Charles McCall OK’d her efforts to dig into 
crippling student loan debt – a grave problem for 
many Oklahomans.

The feds’ decision not to house immigrant children 
at Fort Sill is a testament to the power of citizen ac-
tivism. Opponents showed up in big numbers in Law-
ton to oppose Trump’s inhumane policy.

We mourn the passing of former OK Ethics Com-
missioner Jim Loy, who teamed up with the late John 
Raley to clamp down on special interest gift-giving to 
lawmakers. The clean government rule didn’t endure, 
but it was the right thing to do.

Trump effect? 84% in recent IBM-Watson Health-
NPR poll say they believe Americans generally have 
gotten angrier in the past year. Forty-seven percent of 
respondents conceded they, too, are more irate.

If you still harbor doubts about the opioid epidem-
ic, consider this: 1.4 billion pills were prescribed in 
Oklahoma between 2006-12 – or about 54 per Oklaho-
man, the nation’s sixth highest rate. – DEA data

Wow! In case you missed it, former President Cart-
er, 94, and wife Rosalynn, 91, celebrated their 73rd 
anniversary last month. True American heroes.

TOM GOODWIN
Cheyenne, OK

Reader and supporter of The Observer
for over 30 years and counting.

Read The Observer On-Line
www.okobserver.org
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Letters

organs from a dead body. If the fetus is a person, it 
is a person with a vastly expanded set of legal rights, 
rights available to no other class of citizen: the fetus 
may make free, non-consensual use of another living 
person’s uterus and blood supply, and cause perma-
nent, unwanted changes to another person’s body. In 
the relationship between fetus and woman, the wom-
an is granted fewer rights than a corpse.”

Speak Up, Speak Out so that women can remain 
free!

Barbara Bannon
Tulsa

Editor’s Note: Barbara Bannon is co-chair of the 
Reproductive Justice Team of All Souls Unitarian 
Church in Tulsa.

Editor, The Observer:
Imagine this 2008 scenario: Obama wins the presi-

dency via the Electoral College, eking out close victo-
ries in four key states because of an unusual African-
American voter turnout. McCain wins the popular 
vote by nearly three million.

Obama, thrice married with an undeniable repu-
tation as a womanizer, brags how he “gets his way” 
with women because of his “star status.”

Once elected, several of Obama’s staffers are arrest-
ed and brought to trial for financial shenanigans and/
or for their connections to the Russian’s successful 
effort to meddle in our election.

Subsequent to being elected, Obama has FOUR 
“closed door” meetings with Vladimir Putin. No tran-
scripts or other records of what transpired in those 
meetings will ever be available.

Outcome: Obama is impeached and removed from 
office in about a year by the Republican-controlled 
Congress.

Frank Silovsky
Oklahoma City

Editor, The Observer:
Franken touched a woman’s breasts
Which was done in total jest
Gestures by President Trump
Encompass a woman’s rump
Who wins or loses this quest?

Tom Birbilis
Tulsa
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Build A Wall To Keep Them In
BY FROMA HARROP

Last winter, I found myself in a 
hospital intensive care unit for three 
days. I was hooked onto all kinds of 
boxes, bags and bleeping machines. 
Stuck in the bed, I watched a lot of 
bad TV.

The people who came into my 
room became my only contact with 
the human world. At least half were 
immigrants in jobs ranging from me-
nial to super-duper specialist. Nearly 
all the hospital staff was caring, but 
somehow the foreign-born workers 
tended to form a more intimate con-
nection.

What was it? The answer, perhaps, 
is that most came from less prosper-
ous parts of the world where physi-
cally helping one another – as op-
posed to clicking an app for a service 
– is an expected part of life.

They didn’t just drop the lunch tray for the woman 
in room 402 but rather interacted on a personal 
level. Enjoy your lunch. Is there anything else you 
need? Is the tray where you want it?

I know they kept it up even though many of the 
patients they dealt with were selfish and dismissive 
of foreigners as important.

Before going on, let me make clear that I sup-
port an orderly immigration system and respect for 
our laws. And I generally support reforms that give 
heavier weight to skilled immigrants.

However, we must not undervalue qualities not 
necessarily associated with “skills.” I refer to poor 
people brimming with energy and kindness.

Americans will increasingly depend on such immi-
grants as an aging population requires more medical 
attention. The Institute of Medicine projects we will 
need 3.5 million additional healthcare workers by 
2030.

Demand will rise for 650,000 additional workers to 
do “direct care,” according to the Health Resources 
and Services Administration. These are the home 
health and personal care aides and nurses who will 
enable more older Americans to live at home, where 
most of them say they prefer to be.

A visit to any sizable hospital shows how reliant 
today’s health care system is on a mixture of native 
and foreign-born. I recall two female nurses, really 
nice natives of Indiana and North Carolina, and a 
male nurse from Brooklyn. Another was an Ameri-
can-born Latina whose parents had immigrated to 
Florida. Those were the native-born Americans.

The head doctor at the ICU was from Russia. He 
would come by to explain my interesting case, criti-
cally low sodium, to residents hailing from all over. 
[By the way, sodium deficiency becomes a common 
problem during heat waves when people sweat a lot.]

The doctor never treated me with detachment. I 
was more than a body with bad numbers that needed 
fixing. He would squeeze my hands as reassurance.

Other workers cleaning rooms or wheeling oxygen 
tanks out of elevators had voices from the Carib-
bean. The woman from food services came from 
Ecuador. She took my meal orders with four-fork 
professionalism. As we got to know each other, she 
became especially attentive. It took her a while to 
warm up, perhaps because – as I’ve noted – many 
patients treat workers, especially foreign ones, as 
unimportant servants. 

I’ll never forget the man with one of the least 
glamorous jobs in the place – collecting plastic bags 
of garbage at night. It was 10 p.m. on a Saturday, 
and I was feeling a bit lonely reading on my lighted 
Kindle. 

The man silently emptied my trash can and, upon 
seeking me sitting in the dark, said in an African 
accent, “I hope you feel better very soon.” I almost 
cried.

America needs people with technical skills, that’s 
true. But some virtues cannot be measured by 
standardized tests. In reforming our immigration 
program, let’s recognize that humanity is another 
quality that often seems in short supply.

© Creators.com
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Rule Of Law
liberalism of the post-Cold War period, which John 
Mearsheimer calls “liberal hegemonism,” and neo-
conservatism accept the use of military force regard-
less of legality to promote their agendas. The only ac-
tual theoretical alternative to realism in the Western 
philosophical canon is the commitment to the rule of 
law based on fundamental moral principles.

As the United States acquired more material power 
following the Second World War, George Kennan at 
the University of Chicago in 1951 was able to open 
the way for realism’s future dominance when he con-
demned the traditional “legalism-moralism” of U.S. 
foreign policy. He produced a slogan that cleared the 
way for today’s “realism-materialism” as the ideology 
that led inexorably to the election of Donald Trump 
and away from, first, international law and, now, the 
rule of law.

For Sanders, Trump’s positions are striking, not 
simply because they endorse human rights abuses 
in the name of counterterrorism, but because they so 
flagrantly embrace violations of American and inter-
national law. … [T]hey point to efforts to push legal 
culture … toward a culture of exception. President 
Trump’s hostility to legal norms and judicial review 
are indicative of an emergent strand of Western poli-
tics outside liberal, legalistic rights culture. [153]

China’s emergence as a world leader demonstrates 

the imperative need to overcome the Trumpian trend. 
China’s challenge to the U.S. could finally persuade 
Americans to return to the long-standing commit-
ment to authentic law at home and abroad.

Some hopeful indications have emerged with, for 
example, the resolutions to withdraw from the Yemen 
civil war and new political interest in environmental 
protection, arms control, refugee rights and ending 
inequality. These goals require treaties and other 
tools of international law.

Sanders is right, however, that “[t]hroughout the 
global war on terror, American policymakers manipu-
lated law to permit what it should constrain. Forging 
a national security legal culture that resists this logic 
is necessary if human rights and humanitarian law 
are to effectively check human rights abuses in the 
future” [168]. Building a new legal culture of resis-
tance to law violation is a task of revolutionary di-
mensions.

The decline in respect for law to this point took 
decades. We do not have decades for a turnaround. 
Sanders’s book pinpoints the problem and provides a 
concrete and, I believe, doable project: Teach against 
the dangerous concept of plausible legality. Replace 
it with renewed understanding of genuine legality 
and revive the American ideal of legalism-moralism.

Reader Supported News
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Join Observer Editor
Arnold Hamilton

for a lively one-hour discussion
on the state of public education, 
including funding, virtual charter 

schools, and teacher pay with 
Shawnee Sen. Ron Sharp

and Norman Sen. Mary Boren.

Thursday, August 8, 2019
Full Circle Books

1900 Northwest Expressway
Oklahoma City
6:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Admission is free

Light hors d’oeuvres will be served
Wine and beer available for purchase


